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stage, but though the last house had been quite nice, we'd 
started doing better. what with Molly landing a teaching po- 
sition at the local college, and had finally decided it was 
time to own our home. A new home. And it was such a fine 
feeling. No more hand-me-downs. We had both fallen in 
love with the place on first sight. . 
A baker's dozen worth of pots and pans sprawled 
across the linoleum, doubtless just the first of many such 
gravity induced attacks upon its surface. Oh well, nothing 
lasts forever. Still, what had caused it? Molly wouldn't be 
home for another hour. visiting her mother, and I doubted 
that any thief would be so careless but who knows? 
The sound exploded from the kitchen, such a caco- 
phony of noise that I thought at first a car must have crashed 
into our house from the road on that side. Either that or the 
William's kid was home from college. Frankie really loved 
to crank up his stereo. 
I leaped from the chair I usually sat in while reading, 
and made my way through the house. The lingering aroma 
of new wood entered my lungs, buoying me up. The sight 
of walls, ceilings, and floors recently painted greeted my 
eyes. And immaculate cleanliness lay everywhere. 
We'd moved in just under a month ago. Our first house. 
We had previously rented after growing out of the apartment 
by 
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Easton swells up in the background score) 
and what is intended for publication. The 
error last issue was a result of assumptions 
aade from different startin~ positions and 
we'd like to not make that same mistake 
again (we like to make new and different 
.. istakes whenever possible); THEREFORE, we 
a&k you to make it easy on us: we will 
assume letters to either or both editors 
1aailed to the P.O. Box in Altadena are 
intended for publication EXCEPT if you 
speci{y otherwise. You can make our lives 
•><citing by alternating paragraphs, one for 
us and one for Mythic Circle -- Jus t 
indicate the private paragraphs with ONO 
<Do Not Quote) or some other recognizable 
warning (skull and crossbones?). We've 
been trying to query whenever we thought 
there was any uncertainty but the 
difficulties of mail, telephones, and 
deadlines conspire against even the best of 
intentions. 
You will also note, if you•re 
attentive, that there a couple of ~oems 
writ ten by yours truly stuck in the middle 
of our poetry section. Christine and I 
decided that, what the heck, even if we are 
.the editors, we can slill contribute. The- 
time you need to worry is when every third 
piece is by one of us ... 
(3 C> C) ::c> 
Here we are, puffing right along, at 
Issue #3; learning as we go. One of the 
important things we learned is that the 
ayth of infallibility on the part of edit- 
ors is just that -- myth. For instance, I 
forgot to give Christine Lowentrout, my co- 
editor and good friend, credit for art on 
the cover of Issue #2. I also included In 
our first LOC column a letter not intended 
for publication, causing the second run of 
copies to be a 'Revised Edition' -- and 
then I still forgot to credit Christine for 
the cover! Brain dead in Altadena; report 
at 11:00. 
Those of you who are fussy nitpickers 
will notice that although the cover reads 
"Summer 1987" we are now living in Fall of 
1987. This is because the issue is LATE. 
It is late because we both have lives that 
contain elements other than Mythic Circlei 
Christine had to prepare to teach French at 
a private school and I had a concert and a 
band to rehearse. Our apologies to you 
folk who will read and write like crazy, 
trying to get your LOCs in before our 
November 15th (Fall Issue) deadline. 
Regarding letters of comment, we love 
getting them and printing them and making 
weird little asides in response to them. 
but sometimes it's difficult to tell what 
is intended For Our Eyes Only (She~na 
EDXTORIAL 
Then the stove began to light itself, all four burners, again 
and again. 
Of course by then Molly was well aware of the odd 
goings-on. For the next few days we just kind of waited. 
wondering what would happen next. When the ceiling plas- 
ter began to fall, in dangerously large pieces. we consid- 
ered, for the first time, selling the place. We would have, 
too, if we hadn't crossed paths with a rather remarkable fel- 
low. That is, had he not sought us out, for one day there 
came a knocking at the front door. 
"Yes, may I help you?" I said, answering the door. 
He stood a little taller than myself, which put him at 
about five-seven, his hair was dark, curly and a little on the 
long side and I would have guessed his age to have been 
about forty. 
"Well, I think you have that backwards, sir: he an- 
swered with a friendly smile. •tt is I who was. wondering if I 
might help you: 
"Excuse me?- I as.ked in my most polite manner, afraid 
that he might be some sort of kook but wanting to give him a 
chance to explain himself. 
·who is it, dear?" Molly called from behind, having just 
come into the room. 
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With that In mind I cautiously searched the rest of the 
house, room by room. Not only wasn't there anyone to be 
found, but neither was there anything missing. And the 
house remained locked, both front door and back, as did all 
of the windows. So what, I wondered, could have removed 
the pots and pans from the cupboard beneath the sink and 
spilled them across the floor? 
For a moment I toyed with the idea Molly might be 
playing one of her practical jokes but a quick phone call to 
her mother's put that idea to rest. Molly had answered, 
readily accepting my explanation for the call: that I had mis- 
sed her, and she promised not to be away much longer. So 
who had done it then? How had those pots and pans es- 
caped their confinement to end up quite noisily on the kitch- 
en floor? 
I had no idea and, though I tried to come up with an an- 
swer. I soon resigned myself to the great likelihood that I 
would not discover one. at least not right away. And with 
that I retumed to the living room and my reading. 
Several days later there was a second disturbance. 
This one also took place in the kitchen. Molly's kitchen. 
God how she loved that kitchen. ·enough room for every- 
thing: she had said on first seeing it. Although her first love 
was art -- she taught a course in Modern Art History -- she 
enjoyed cooking as well, taking pride in a well prepared 
meal, and had always longed for her own kitchen. 
It had been early morning, before we had risen, when a 
tapping as if on a window had come to us. Rushing some- 
what once I had awakened, for the tapping was rather loud 
and sounded urgent, I went downstairs. Following the di- 
rection of the the sound, I entered the kitchen. And just like 
that the tapping stopped. Going over to the windows, I 
looked out, but there was nothing to be seen. For a moment 
I debated whether or not I should go outside, but figuring 
that whoever it was would most likely be gone by the time I 
got there, I decided against it. If it had really been impor- 
tant, wouldn't they have stayed after all and continued to tap 
until I had gotten there? 
And so I went back upstairs, meeting Molly on her way 
down. 
"Who was it, dear?- she asked, wiping the sleep out of 
her eyes with one hand. 
·Kids, I guess: I said. ·Playing some kind of prank," 
'This early?- she said, a hint of worry about her now. 
"Yeah. I know. Maybe it was the mailman then: I said, 
trying to erase that worry before it had time to really mani- 
fest itself. But in any case I did not believe it to be worth any 
concern on either of our parts. 
"This early?- she repeated. 
"l'rn sure it was nothing, honey: I said then, meaning it 
fully. •Hey, since we're both up anyway, why don't I make 
us breakfast? You name it.· 
And with that it was forgotten. 
Until the next disturbance. 
This time it was the sink acting up. First there was no 
water when the taps were tumed on. Then, while neither of 
us were near the sink, the water came on full bla.st, first cold 
then hot. When I checked underneath I couldn't find any- 
thing wrong. The plumber couldn't find anything either, 
though he was happy enough to take what I'm told is his 
usual fee. I'd hate to see what he considered more than 
usual. After he left, the sink, as if on cue, erupted full force. 
The lights were next, off and on, for two days straight. 
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"Well, of course you had no way of knowing: McManus 
said consolingly. •Most people wouldn't. The only reason I 
know is because my grandfather taught me: 
"I would say that you're losing me, but I've been lost 
from the first, I'm afraid; I gushed then, truthfully. 
"I'm sorry. I'm not very good at.explaining things,· he 
said. "Let me try to do a little better. I do get somewhat ner- 
vous talking about them because, of course, no one be- 
lieves in them. The fairy folk, I mean. Now although there 
has been a great deal written about them through the ages, 
and many tales passed down from generation to genera- 
tion, only a little of all that is true. However, all that needs to 
be said about them here Is that they are indeed real, al- 
though scarce. And they are more scarce here on the west 
coast than they are elsewhere. Mainly that has to do with 
the west coast being further from Europe, their homeland, 
than the rest of the country. You see, they came with the im- 
migrants. They remained concentrated in the east however 
for various reasons, the main one being that they ran up 
against resistance not all that different from that which the 
Immigrants met up with. The culture native to North Ameri- 
ca, you see, had their own equivalent of the good folk, and 
with the home court advantage, let us say, these 'natives' 
were stronger than the good folk and thus forced them to 
take up stakes in the east where their own numbers were 
less. In time, though, some slipped by as the native culture 
grew weaker as it was overwhelmed by that of the immi- 
grants. Today there are small pockets of the good folk scat· 
tared across the whole of North America. 
"The only other thing you need to know about them is 
that they have their paths. They are simply that, their paths, 
their trails, the ways they prefer to travel. To the uniformed 
they are difficult to spot, but once you know what to look for 
... • He broke off here and looked for a moment as if he 
were reminiscing. 
"That was one of the things my grandfather showed 
me." he said then, continuing, "how to look for their trails. 
I've never actually seen any of the good folk but I know the 
signs to look for in order to determine if they are around. 
Any empty lot might hold such a byway, though it wouldn't 
look like one to us. A very slight bending of the grass, a 
strip of it, the bottom of a wire fence bent upward just a 
trace. These and any number of other normally unnoticed 
'signs' can betray their presence. 
"Anyhow." he went on, "the lot this house was built on 
had one of their paths, a popular one by the used look of it. 
Had and still has: 
•And you're saying that this is the reason why our kitch- 
en has become a setting straight out of the Twilight Zone?" 
Molly interrupted. 
"Yes, but I wasn't aware that it was just your kitchen. I 
should have looked closer before, and then as they began 
construction, but in any case you are actually rather tortu- 
nate." 
"Fortunate?· I broke in now. "How do you mean?" 
"Well, the house could have had its center built over the 
path in which case it would eventually have had to come 
completely down: 
"Oh, but we're, eh, fortunate. We just get to lose our 
kitchen; Molly said, and I could see the anger in her eyes. 
She really did love that kitchen. 
"Less than that I would guess: McManus said, getting 
up and moving in the direction of the kitchen, with Molly and 
•McManus, Tom McManus, Ma'am; the stranger an- 
swered before rd had a chance to say anything. 
'Well, Mr. McManus: I said, •what can we do for you?" 
·As you wish, sir; he replied, smiling again. ·1t•s about 
your, er, your problem; he said, the smile fading. 
'What problem?" I asked, not knowing what he was talk- 
ing about. 
•tt has started, hasn't it?" he asked, suddenly appearing 
puzzled, as if he might be mistaken but <ftdn't think it likely. 
·The troubles?" he went on. •strange things happening, 
weird noises, lights going off and on, things perhaps getting 
worse?" 
Then it hit me. But how could he have known? How 
could anyone have known, unless he had somehow been 
responsible? There was only one way to find out, I decid- 
ed. 
And so it was a short time later that Molly and I were in 
our living room entertaining a man we had only met mo- 
ments before. 
"Pardon me; I said as Molly brought in coffee and tea, 
•But I have to ask right off how you know anything at all con- 
cerning our, all right, our problem? As far as I know there's 
no way that I am aware of that should enable anyone be- 
sides myself and Molly to know of its existence. Unless Ifs 
ESP. Could you clue us in?" 
"Yes, of course, he said, accepting a cup of tea from 
Molly. wrhank you, my dear. I'm third generation Irish. Born 
and raised back east In a medium-sized town in central 
New Jersey by the name of Piscataway. It's an Indian 
name, which is kind of ironic in a way. Anyhow, I was 
taught a little about their ways by my grandfather while I 
was still a child and, like many things we learn or experi- 
ence at such an early age, especially anything out of the or· 
dinary, it's more or less stayed with me. Mind you, I don't 
remember everything, but I do recall enough to know that 
you do have a problem.· 
'Whose ways?" Molly asked, handing me a cup of cof· 
fee and then sitting down next to me. 
·well ... • he stared then stopped, and I half-expected to 
see him look about the room, at the windows, doors, and all 
to be sure he wasn't being overheard. Instead he merely 
hesitated a moment before continuing as if having decided 
that he should go on. wrhe good folk; he said then and 
smiled, in apparent anticipation of our reaction. 
'Who?· I asked this time. 
'The good folk. The fairy folk; he said and then erupted 
in laughter before either Molly or I had a chance to respond. 
"Yes that's what I said and that's exactly what I meant: the 
fairy folk. Quite naturally you think I'm cracked; he went on 
rapidly. •But whatever you think of me, that's not going to 
help you solve what's ailing this house. Sure you can sell 
it, but whoever buys it is going to have the same problem as 
you, only worse, as they grow more impatient." 
"'They' being the fairy folk?" I asked, looking over at 
Molly for her reaction which, surprisingly, was straight· 
faced. She couldn't be taking him seriously, could she? 
-Yes, that's right; McManus went on. wrhey're a funny 
bunch. Don't take to any of us getting in their way.· 
"Excuse me; I said, turning back. "Getting in their way? 
'Well that's what you did." he said, sitting up and ptac- 
ing his empty tea cup on the coffee table before him. "By 
moving into this house.· 
·1 don't understand," I said in understatement. 
noiaes of the neighborhood. The adults soon 
drifted into light conversation while my 
brother and I preferred to scan the small, 
wooded area behind the house, searching for 
•quirrels and rebbits and other wild 
creatures. Grandpa remained aloof, resting 
silently in his chair and watching his 
grandchildren watching the woods. 
"Come here, boys," he eventually called 
to us. "I have enother story for you." Even 
by 
Peter Dean 
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I often wonder if one of the 
requirements to be a grandfather is to be a 
good storyteller. If so, I had a perfect 
grandfather--he told great stories. 
Evenings at my grandparents' always 
ended with three generations of family 
•oaking up the New England evening from the 
back porch. It was such a peaceful moment. 
Satiated with Grandma's fine dinner, everyone 
was content to idly dream and li•ten to the 
The outfit that had built the house was only too happy 
for more business. And despite the expected few odd 
stares, they quickly got to work and did, I feel, a quite fair 
job. Indeed, looking at the house now, one would never 
think that the comer had been eliminated after the house 
had been completed. On Molly's suggestion we had them 
put in a window there and, all In all, it came off rather well, I 
think. The result was that the house had aoquired one of 
those distinctive features more common on older buildings. 
Yes, it was expensive, but in the end we very happily turned 
down McManus's offer, or rather, he was never in the posi- 
tion of having to make good on his offer, for sure enough, 
the trouble stopped as soon as the construction work did. 
For myself, I will never tell another living soul the real 
reason for the missing corner. I can barely bring myself to 
believe it yet. As for the cause of all our trouble, I will only 
say that whatever was behind it has gone now. Never, oh 
never, will I be able to acoept the idea of the existence of 
the good folk, of fairies. McManus, in the meantime, has be· 
come a close friend to both Molly and myself. On his fre· 
quent visits he will converse on practically any subject but 
likes most of all to tell about his grandfather and the good 
folk. And it isn't at all unusual for him, during the course of 
one of his visits, to take several trips into the kltchen where 
he will peer out that new window where the corner used to 
be, especially at night. 
I have never seen them myself of course, nor to tell the 
truth, their path, though McManus is always only too happy 
to point it out. I have noticed, however, that the garden on 
the side of the house near the kitchen has grown beyond all 
our expectations, and that the rose bushes we planted 
along the front of the house, except for the path area, tend 
to blossom weeks earlier than the rest of the roses in town. 
I wouldn't suggest that there was any connection, of course; 
suffice it to say that everyone seems quite happy now with 
the way things have turned out. 
see, I really do know what I am talking about: 
And so, although I swore to myself it was crazy, 
agreed. 
myself right behind him. Turning to one comer, he looked 
back to the nearest window, and walking over to the win· 
dow stuck his head out and remained in that position for a 
good two or three minutes. 
·ves: he said then, pulling his head back in. ·1 was 
right. It shouldn't be too bad at alt: 
·what shouldn't be too bad?· I asked, my patience 
about run out. 
•forgive me: he said, turning to both of us. ·1 really 
have to try to explain things better. This corner of your 
house was built over the path and I believe if it were re· 
moved, to about here: he traced a line with his foot along 
the linoleum, ·your problem would be solved: 
·Are you sertous?" I asked. ·vou really expect us to cut 
off a comer of our house because of this story of yours?' 
·rm sorry, I didn't mean to upset you: McManus said 
then, backing up towards the front door. •rt•s true, of course, 
for all you know I could be just another crazy running 
around without very much working right upstairs. or some 
klnd of prankster. On the other hand, do you have any other 
explanation for what has taken plaoe in your kitchen? Or, 
for that matter, how I could have known anything at all con· 
ceming this problem of yours?" 
"On, I don't know: I said after a moment. realizing that I 
was grasping at straws. trying to fight what seemed a very 
crazy notion, but with nothing to attack it. ·so what do you 
want to do, Molly?- I asked, having no answers myself. 
·would it really be such a terribly insane thing, to cut out 
this corner?" she asked. "You know how much we both 
really love the house. Shouldn't we try whatever it takes to 
keep it?• 
She was right. I would like to know that we had done 
everything we could to keep the place, even something a bit 
crazy no matter what the chances might be of its succeed- 
ing. It was after all, the first place we'd owned, not rented, 
but owned. ·11 that's what you want Molly. But: I added, 
·what if the troubles continuer 
"Oh but they won't: McManus said, and went on before 
I could answer. "But to ease your mind, and because it was 
my idea, I will, if I am wrong, come up with the money it cost 
to have both the comer cut off and then put back on. You 
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Many nights passed and Archie did many 
.of the things he had thought about. He dozed 
beneath the stars, curled into a large fur 
ball on the front porch, only opening his 
bird. The cat was successful in catching the 
bird, so Archie decided to try it on the 
rabbit that night. He crept out of the house 
and did not give his usual yell. He quietly 
snuck into the woods to catch hi• rabbit. 
Archie found the rabbit cornered against the 
base of a tree. They were· finally face-to- 
face. There was no escape. The game 
appeared to be over. 
"I guess this is the end,• conceded the 
rabbit. 
•yep,• answered Archie. •I have finally 
caught you. It's all over." 
Th• rabbit, in a desperate spot, calaly 
asked Archie, "Do you really want to end our 
gaJDe?" 
There was silence. Archie did not know 
what to say. He had never thought about what 
be would do after the rabbit was dead. He 
considered it now, keeping a wary eye on the 
rabbit for he was certain the rabbit's words 
were some kind of trick. 
In bis mind, Archie saw nights of 
leisure; nights of hunting and' chasing other 
rabbits (he didn't believe this was the only 
rabbit around); and, nights spent with the 
other dogs of the neighborhood. Archie's 
aind held many idle dreams. 
With a mighty spring, the dog leapt upon 
the rabbit and slew it. 
The dog's n&llle was Archie and he loved 
to chase rabbits. After the sun had gone to 
bed, Archie was let out for the night. He 
bounded down the front steps and ran into the 
front yard. Stopping in the middle of the 
yard, he looked left and looked right, 
wanting to be sure that no other dog had 
invaded his territory. When he saw it was 
clear, he let out a couple of howls just to 
insure the would-be intruders stayed away. 
Then Archie dashed off in search of his 
nightly quarry: a single rabbit that night 
after night gave him an exhilarating run. 
The dog and the rabbit were playing a 
never-ending game: Archie tried to catch the 
rabbit and the rabbit ran to stay alive. It 
was a rather one-sided game, but, so far, tbe 
rabbit bad been able to stay ahead. 
One night the rabbit'• luck ran out. 
Archie ••ployed a new tactic. Earlier that 
day he had watched a cat stealthily stalk a 
before be could finish his suaaons, we forgot 
our search and scrambled into listening 
positions. Grandpa's stories were the beat. 
•This particular story is about a dog 
that used to live around here and those 
rabbits you've been looking for. This dog 
was a large and furry beast. Be used to live 
just down the street over there,• Grandfather 
told us, casually waving an arm in one 
direction. We would turn our heads and look, 
half expecting to see a dog sitting on a 
porch watching us. Then, Grandfather began 
his tale. 
One evening, this shaper will be stamped 
into the form. 
There are no ·names, only motions in this 
story; 
The teller's skill joins the tale; 
the poet departs. 
So I sino in Irminsul, awaiting the time 
When there is only the leoend. 
Until under the vanilla tree 
I will bury me. 
Underneath the vanilla tree 
I recount these stories, telling again 
Away from the shuffled dust of the square 
But within the sound of the Angelus. 
The stars shine through; 
I enlighten the tree with their legends. 
A warm movement of air stirs the Ieave s 
And unsettles the crickets, 
who sing amongst themselves. 
Underneath the vanilla tree 
She sat, and drank, and taught me, 
By the rushing riffling Englin. 
My mother told me histories; 
Of the long w~lk over the plateaux, 
Coming down into the cool river valleys; 
Listening to the animal calls, 
And pulling roots from the dry earth; 
And of those fights and feuds 
That will dog us all our days; 
And of the great whalers, 
sails bellied like the spouters 
Which they chased to the ice-ringed sea. 
THE VANILLA TREE 
Pat Reynolds 
Silence had filled the darkened patio as 
my brother and I mused over the tale. Night 
had crept over the house--the woods were now 
dark; the animals asleep. We would soon be 
asleep, too, with dreams of dogs and rabbits 
and Grandfather's lesson filling our young 
minds. 
Archie at the·•ame instant. The two were 
frozen in a brief aoment of startleaent. 
Then, the rabbit da•hed away among the trees. 
Archie quickly followed, barking loudly in 
his excitement. 
The cha•e continued for aome time. The 
rabbit would occai•ionally pull ahead, and 
then slow to let Archie catch up to him. 
This teasing reminded Archie of a rabbit he 
had cba•ed aany years earlier. The memory 
brought new •park to aging muaclea. Charged 
with thia extra energy, Archie closed the 
gap. 
The rabbit burst from the wooded lot and 
dashed across the street. Archie was close 
on his tail. Suddenly, the dog was caught in 
a blinding white light. There was a loud 
squeal of tires. 
The game was over. 
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L. 
eyes to watch an occasional car pass down the 
•treet. Some nights he would run with the 
other dogs of the neighborhood, though thi• 
was rare for he had grown accustomed to 
running by himself. On those nights he wa• 
alone, Archie would search for rabbits. A• 
he had originally thought, there were other 
rabbits in the area. The chases always were 
short-lived for these rabbit• were always 
quick to escape. When Archie returned the 
next night to continue the chase, the rabbit• 
were never to be found. Again, Archie was 
left to wander alone through the 
neighborhood. 
"Thi• is wonderful," Archie would try to 
tell him•elf. "Now I am doing just what I 
wanted·to do." But what Archie really wanted 
to do wa• to chase rabbits. So, be spent 
many nights wandering through the yards and 
woods in •earch of a rabbit to chase. 
Many seasons passed. Age slowly crept 
up on Archie. He spent even less time with 
the other dogs, content to grow old and 
search for the rabbits by himself. 
One night, Archie came upon a rabbit 
nestled in the ba•e of a tree. It •potted 
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"Pete's going to Deb's after the 
movie," she said. 
He did not answer, so she tickled 
his chin. 
"What's the matter, cat got your 
tongue?" 
He pushed her away and drove to a 
clinic at the mall, but the doctor who 
examined him found no signs of 
infection. 
"I'm sending you to Public for 
tests tomorrow," the doctor said. "I'm 
sure they'll find out what's wrong." 
But the tests -- and dozens more 
over the next three months revealed 
no reason for his inability to speak. 
The last test results came in the 
mail one December afternoon. They were 
negative. Jon crumpled the form and 
tossed it in the fire, then wrote "Call 
Laird" on an envelope and gave it to 
Marion. Phillips came five minutes 
later. 
"We'll try your fairies," Marion 
said. "What do we do? Eye of newt and 
vart of frog?" 
"Clean the ashes out of your hearth 
and build a low fire," Phillips said. 
"Set a loaf of fresh-baked bread, a tub 
of clean water, and a boy's suit, size 
6, in front of it. Then go to bed." 
Marion glanced at Jon. 
"What have you to lose?" Phillips 
said. 
Jon nodded. When everything was 
ready, he showed Phillips to the guest 
bedroom. 
"Whatever else you hear, don't go 
out until you hear bells," Phillips 
said. "The Daoine Sidhe like their 
privacy." 
At midnight Jon and Marion heard a 
harp playing and men and women dancing; 
they heard the gurgles and splashes of 
babies being bathed. 
Then a hush, and after the hush 
bells tinkled. Jon and Marion followed 
Phillips into the living room. The 
fairies had gone, though the bells still 
tinkled and the harp picked up their 
•elody. The Petersons and Phillips felt 
a cushion of music rising under their 
feet. It carried them through the 
picture window as if it were a beaded 
curtain. 
On the other side of the window, 
the Petersons' driveway had become a 
forest path, Phillips' house a 
Jon Peterson rolled out of his 
hammock. With the air of a man who has 
a son to mow the lawn. he leaned on the 
rail fence to watch his neighbor mow. 
"Laird. be careful you don't run 
over fairies dancing in the grass." Jon 
called. "Maybe you should use 
scissors." 
"They won't be out until midnight." 
Laird said. 
"If you've started to believe those 
fairy tales you teach. it's time to 
retire." Jon said. "You've gone daft." 
Laird Phillips shifted the mower 
into neutral. He mopped his face with a 
handkerchief and ran bony fingers 
through his wild. white hair. 
"'Fairy tales are the sunny country 
of common sense,'" he said. 
"G.K. Chesterton." 
"There!" Jon said. "If you had any 
common sense you'd wait till evening to 
•ow your lawn. It must be 95 already." 
Phillips' dog barked at Jon's son 
Pete as he backed his Mustang out of the 
driveway. Jon winced. 
"You don't like dogs. do you?" 
Phillips said. 
"No, and they don't like me," Jon 
answered. "You know where a dog always 
sniffs you. No sense of shame. They 
slobber, they have bad breath, they must 
have filthy mouths. They'd just as soon 
knock you down as look at you, and their 
claws tear holes in your pants. Little 
dogs are too nervous, and if they can't 
sleep with you they bark all night. Big 
dogs are too lazy." 
He stared at Phillips' dog. "What 
kind of dog is that, anyway? It's a 
funny color. almost green." 
"Just a mongrel," Phillips said, 
"though the Highland fairies have a dark 
green dog, the Cu Sith." 
"Uh huh," Jon said. "I'm going in 
to watch the ball game. Han's best 
friend is his remote control; no dog 
ever learned to change--" Jon's mouth 
flapped open and shut, but he spoke no 
more words. He touched his throat. 
"Laryngitis?" Phillips asked. "Or 
else you've used all the words the 
Daoine Sidhe -- the People of Peace -- 
gave you." 
Jon shook his head and vent inside 
the house. As he searched the family 
room for the remote control, his wife 
Marion brought him a glass of lemonade. 
by 
Mindy Bergner 
Nia•h appeared at the end of the 
bed. "Abitha told us your son vas 16 
days old. This creature is. too large 
for our crib. We revoke the agreement." 
Complaining that Abitha vas too 
young for his job, Niamh vanished. Pete 
rolled over and snored. 
"If I leave nov, I'll just make my 
7:30 class," Phillips said. "Tonight 
we'll try again. Perhaps Niamh vill 
accept something else as payment." 
So the Petersons once again set out 
bread and clothes and vater, and the 
fairies once again visited their hearth. 
At 1 a.m. harp and bells carried the 
Petersons and Phillips to the countil. 
"Hov dare you approach us again!" 
Niamh said, her voice nov the silver of 
thunderclouds. "You have nothing ve 
value." 
"We ask if ve might perform some 
task for the council, or undertake some 
heroic quest," Phillips said. "Hercules 
cleaned the Augean stables--" 
"King Augeas keeps them cleaner 
nov," Niamh said. As she raised her 
bands to command harp and bells, a noble 
viped bread crumbs from his lips and 
whispered in her ear. She nodded. 
"Bring us the Cu Sith," she said. 
"The cush?" Marion asked. 
"Coo-Shee," Phillips said. "A dog 
as big as a yearling bull, capable of 
killing mortal dogs or men. Mistress 
Niamh, vhat happened to it?" 
"The giant of Carn Dhalna stole 
him," she said. "A vitch enchanted his 
castle against us. While he lives, we 
cannot enter it." 
A giant vho has a vitch for an 
ally? Jon thought. Talking's not vorth 
it. 
He turned to Phillips, vho said, 
"Carn Dhalna's in Cornwall. We'll need 
passports, plane tickets, and--" 
"Oh, for--" Niamh said. A harp 
jangled and bells clanged, and the 
Petersons and Phillips plopped onto a 
snow-covered moor outside a castle. 
Phillips knocked on a small door set in 
the gate. A pale, raven-haired man 
opened the door and said: 
"To Carn Dhalna ye are welcome, 
"For once in, ye stay till Hell 
come." 
Behind the gatekeeper a voice 
boomed, "Who vaits without, Bob?" 
"By the fairy blood in his veins, 
it'll be Professor Phillips." 
"The only ·man to ride the vater 
horse and live? Bid him welcome." 
Bob led Jon, Marion, and Phillips 
into a room the size of the Petersons' 
house. Jon expected a vitch to appear 
at any moment, but the only fire and 
smoke came from the hearth vhere the 
giant varmed his hands. 
"I'll shake Phillips' hand, I 
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woodcutter's hut. The music carried 
them through a grove of beeches to a 
woman seated on a silver throne. A 
fair-haired voman, she vas half Jon's· 
height. Ugly, too, he thought. Ranged 
round the throne vere a dozen nobles; by 
their dress, so•e bad hunted that night 
and others had danced at the Petersons'. 
"Professor Phillips, welcome," the 
voman said, in a voice the silver of a 
butterfly's underside. "I am Niahm, 
•istress of the Council of the Daoine 
Sidhe. As you have honored us, 
Professor, so ve honor you. What boon 
•ay ve grant you?" 
Phillips boved. "Hy friend Jon 
Peterson" -- here Jon boved -- "has used 
the full sum of vords allotted him. He 
begs the council to grant him more." 
"Abitha," Niamh said, and a wizened 
fairy toddled to her side. He vore the 
clothes Marion had put out. 
"One billion vords, even," Abitha 
said, shoving Phillips a page in a red 
leather book. 
"Perhaps Hr. Peterson could 
purchase--" Phillips began. 
"We vill consider it," Niamh said. 
The nobles gathered at her throne, the 
vind whispered around them, and then the 
nobles stepped aside. "A hermit Liam of 
Ynys Gybi has just taken a vov of 
silence," Niamh said. "Jon Peterson may 
purchase his unused allotment, 
879,383,276 vords. He is cautioned to 
hoard them, as he can afford to pay the 
purchase price only once." 
Jon, reaching for his vallet, 
remembered he stood before the council 
in his pajamas. 
"We require not money," Niamh said, 
"but vhat is even more precious to us: 
fresh blood." 
Jon stepped between Marion and the 
council. 
"Not that," Niamh said, wrinkling 
her nose. "I meant that ve are inbred 
and must have fresh bloodlines. As 
payment ve vill take your--" 
Harp and bells covered her final 
vord. Back in his ovn house, Jon 
cleared his throat and said, "Thank you, 
Laird, for vhat you've done. I take 
back all those smart remarks about 
fairies." 
"Before you thank me, perhaps you 
should see to Pete," Phillips said. 
He followed Jon and Marion into 
Pete's room. The boy vas gone. 
"The Daoine Sidhe took him," 
Phillips said. "I am sorry." 
"'I'm sorry, I'm sorry,'" Jon said. 
"I oughts--" 
Just then a violent gust shook the 
house and Pete dropped out of the air 
onto bis bed. A lace cap hung on his 
ear, a bootie on his big toe. 
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from the bedspread. 
The Petersons and Phillips ran down 
the hall until they heard the giant 
snoring. They crept into his room. In 
the darkness they blundered into bed 
legs and boot heels. Jon tangled 
himself in curtains, spun loose, end 
brushed against the giant's pants draped 
over a chair. He unlaced the giant's 
boot; with the lace threaded through his 
belt loop, he shinned up the chair leg. 
Leaning into the pocket, he tied the 
shoelace to the key and hauled it out. 
But the shoelace chafed his raw hands. 
His fingers opened. The key clattered 
to the floor. 
Awakened, the giant rolled out of 
bed end groped for the intruders. 
Marion clung to a bedpost, Phillips 
bolted for the door, but the giant 
snatched them both. 
"I'll have a midnight snack, I 
will," the giant said. Jon jumped onto 
the giant's foot end bit his calf, but 
his 
vill." the giant said. He lumbered 
tovard them, boots thudding inches from 
his visitors as they ran for cover. 
"The giant, he's blind as a bat," 
Bob vhispered to Marion. 
The giant stood still. "Whatever 
you vant you shall have, Rider of the 
Water Horse," he said. 
"Then I make bold to ask for your 
dog," Phillips said. 
"That alone you may not have," the 
giant said. "I raised him from a pup." 
"You stole him from the Daoine 
Sidhe," Marion said. 
"And do you bring an accomplice, 
and vill you steal the Cu Sith for the 
fairies?" the giant said. "Well, he's 
in the stable, and the key's safe in •Y 
pocket." He sighed. "'Tis a fool vho 
plays host to a thief. Nevertheless, my 
hero, you and the lady Phillips shall be 
my guests tonight. In the morning I'll 
have you at breakfast." 
Phillips gnaved his right arm; Jon 
and Marion blanched. As they tiptoed 
tovard the door, the giant said, "The 
power of seeing is in my ears. Avey 
from the door, you two, away! Show them 
to their room, Bob." 
"We wanted only to bring our 
luggage inside," Phillips said. 
"Ye'll ha'all ye need in yer 
rooms," Bob said, brandishing a club. 
"Nov follow me." 
"What did be mean, his seeing is in 
his ears?" Marion asked. 
"Just as he said, ma'am," Bob 
replied. He showed them into a bedroom 
and locked the human-sized door set in 
the giant door. Jon began pounding the 
inset door. 
"Ye be quiet in there," Bob 
shouted. "The giant, he likes 
sleep. And so do I." 
"You be quiet," Marion shouted 
back. "How can you let him eat us? Let 
us out!" 
Jon pounded again on the door, 
wincing as splinters lanced his palms, 
and Hari~n shouted again. Phillips 
began kicking a tin washbasin. 
"Nov then, nov then, ye be quiet," 
Bob shouted. "The giant, he's a 
mean-tempered lout!" 
"Escape with us," Phillips said, 
giving his foot a rest. "He von't know 
we've gone." 
"I told ye, his seeing's in his 
ears," Bob said. "Once he's heard yer 
voice, be can find ye no matter where ye 
are." 
Phillips resumed kicking the 
washbasin. In a moment Jon heard Bob 
curse and a key turn in the lock. As 
Bob opened the door, Jon grabbed his 
collar and threw him down. Marion bound 
him with fringe that Phillips ripped 
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time Marion and 
and bells. Then 
Petersons' living 
couch. As first 
the east vindows, 
thickened into a shape edged with blue 
crackling flame. Jon knew it for a 
vitch. He watched her gather the flame 
in a ball at her fingertips •. Shrieking, 
she hurled it at the Cu Sith. Jon 
leaped, catching the blue flame full in 
the chest. 
A cock crowed; as if obeying a 
command, the witch vanished. The Cu 
Sith ran on into the castle, down the 
hall, into the kitchen. Spying the 
giant, it bayed three times and sprang 
at him. The watch officer of a ship off 
the Cornish coast heard the bays and 
shuddered. But Jon could not hear them, 
nor could he follow the dog to see it 
rend the giant's throat. 
Marion and Phillips ran from the 
kitchen to look for Jon. The castle's 
stone walls were fading, and here and 
there floor and ceiling were snow end 
night sky. Beds, tables, and chairs 
faded; even Bob's bonds faded, an~ he 
ran from the castle across the moor to a 
village. Through the gray veil of a 
fading wall Marion saw Jon's body. She 
screamed. His face and hands were 
shriveled, his chest blackened. 
Hooves rang on the frozen sod. The 
Cu Sith loped from the castle to greet 
Niamh and the council as they rode to 
Jon's side. Niamh dismounted. 
"She has not the right to take an 
innocent's life," Niamh said. She 
rested Jon's head on her lap and stroked 
it three times. 
For the last 
Phillips heard harp 
they stood in the 
room: Jon lay on the 
light came through 
Jon's eyes opened. 
"'Sunny country,' indeed," he told 
Phillips. "Snov all around." 
"C~me with me sometime in spring," 
Phillips said. 
he hurt him no more than a cat might 
have. The giant shook him off and 
strode into the hall. 
Dragging the key, Jon ran after 
him. As he passed a door, a gust of 
wind over the threshold knocked him 
against the wall. 
That door must open onto the 
courtyard, Jon thought. If I can let 
the Cu Sith out-- 
Though the inset door was locked, 
its hinges had rusted and its frame had 
rotted. He kicked it open. 
He pulled the key across the 
courtyard and climbed the crossed boards 
on the stable door. He tied the 
shoelace around the doorknob. He heard 
a dog the size of a yearling bull, 
Phillips had said -- pacing the width of 
the stable. The dog growled and lunged 
against the door. Jon lost his grip and 
fell. He landed on his back; e wrinkle 
of frozen eoil bruised his right 
shoulder. 
He climbed the crossed boards 
again. Hanging from the knob by his 
bloody left hand, he tried to put the 
key in the lock with his right hand. 
The Cu Sith lunged against the door. 
Jon swung away from the lock and then 
crashed into it. His hand slipped off 
the knob; he grabbed the shoelace, but 
it cut his palms as he slid four feet, 
five. He wiped the blood from his hands 
and climbed the door a third time. 
Again and again the dog lunged, 
Jon caught the rhythm. While the Cu 
Sith gathered itself to lunge again, Jon 
pushed the key in, hung from its end, 
and let his weight turn it. The door 
creaked open. 
Jon fell under the Cu Sith as it 
streaked out of the stable. He felt the 
aonster's tongue and teeth, its claws on 
his chest; he gagged on its breath. 
The air in the stable darkened and 
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Bound in the cavern of the womb 
The great King, Arthur, waits, 
Until at last, the living tomb 
Shall open wide its gales 
And he shall r.ise from his long sleep 
In the enchanted vale, 
To ride at last, reborn, lo keep 
The promise of the Grail. 
AVALON 
Paul Edwin Zimmer 
(( 
~-· 
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THE STORYTELLER 
Barbara Proenza 
There, that's beller ••. isn•t it? 
Now, sit back. 
Relax ..• if you can. 
Close your eyes ... 
If you dare •.. 
and listen .•. 
Poor dear, your hand is cold. 
And you tremble. Come near to 
me. Let me warm you with my fire. 
Here, take my hand. 
I will hold you so lightly. 
I won't let go •.. ever. 
You're not scared are you? 
You needn't be. For I will be 
right here with you 
Come sit beside me child. 
Closer. Don't be afraid. 
Let me tell you a tale of terror ••• 
a fable of fear •.• 
that could halt. .. your heart 
most pleasant place -- quiet with the 
gentle late spring breeze stirring up a few 
leaves on the trees back the way she had 
come. She stood tall and stretched high. 
It would be fun to be a tree. perhaps. 
Idly she wondered what it might be like, 
holding her arms widespread above her head. 
Slow. I suppose, the standing still 
would take a lot of get ting used to -- 
breathing would be different -- using the 
opposite part of the air -- she kicked off 
her sandals and let her toes play in the 
aoft grass. And water -- natural and you 
wouldn•t have to -- she giggled, but didn't 
Sun out of shadow, life out of death 
1 shall follow wherever they fare, 
A spirit of man bourne on the air, 
A fay-soul on the wind•s boreal breath. 
Light as air, willow-reed, flaming in sunset, 
Golden-locked. green manteled, on palfreys they ride 
Down to the ship with its swinging misty glass lamp-- 
The Lordly FoJk riding on the long trek home. 
Wind out of water, blood from a stone, 
The People of the Hills are leaving, 
Mortal men have ceased their grieving, 
And I am left wandering alone. 
Billowing. sea-tossed, a glimmer on the waves, 
Crystal dr"agonstones twinkling on wind-blown sails, 
A ship bourne from Faery moors in the harbour-- 
The last "Of the Lordly Folk are going home. 
LORDLY FOLK 
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Kira had" always been impatient. 
Fifteen years. at least all of them that 
she could remember. spent at a 9irl•s 
boardin9 school had made little chance in 
that. although now that she was older she 
could sometimes force what she wanted on 
others. But not always, like this morning 
-- and she had ran away, into the hills and 
through a strip of forest and out again 
into the sunlight of a meadow. 
A small brook ran down from higher 
ground. making a soothing noise. soft and 
steady; and she stopped for a moment. not 
knowing e>cactly what she wanted to do. A 
by 
Charles Rampp 
t-"'1LJLl3ERRV THE 
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Then on a golden afternoon about the 
time of the beginning of what she had 
called "July" before, she saw a young man 
coming out of the woods toward her. He was 
carrying a heavy pack strapped to his 
shoulders, and tall and young and strong as 
he was, he •eemed quite weary. Red, 
curling hair and beard -- a oiant of a man 
-- though he was vouno. He has fine, 
•ensitive eyes, she thought as he put down 
his burden, and began lo pick the 
mulberries he could reach. 
His hands touched the three kinds of 
leaves gently -- great. freckled hands, 
broad and strong. She liked him. Quietly 
he sat down, leaning against the small tree 
trunk, opened his pack, which sh8'now saw 
was full of books, and began to read. She 
watched as he took a notebook, well-worn 
and dark along the edges with much thumbing 
and turning. He wrote a little -- looked 
into his book, took out another -- seemed 
to be comparing them, wrote a Ii t tie more, 
put up his pencil, and Jay down, his head 
on the rolled up end of his pack and went 
to sleep. 
The evening and the night were quiet. 
I like him, she thought. I would like to 
be his sister. I am in a way -- but I 
would like him to react to me -- to 
speak... Suddenly she had remembered her 
voice, which now, apparently didn't exis t, 
The young man stirred uneasily in his 
sleep, muttered something, rolled over onto 
his other side. 
Oh God -- her mind said to herself, 
and immediately she had the idea that maybe 
it wasn't to herself -- not all of it -- I 
knew a word for you, but now I know yo~. 
and one of your names is "Patience". I 
haven't asked anything for a long time -- 
want to be like him -- human aqain, and 
then she remembered that the other change 
had been her own -- I'll make this one my 
own too -- but I want you to help, 
Patience, God -- it's your will I've been 
doing -- we've been doing -- and she became 
very quiet, for she was getting confused, 
and didn't think that would help. 
He woke with the sunrise that next 
morning, and beside his pack, sat a tall, 
slim brown-skinned girl in a plain brown 
you." 
gentle 11i1ay. Five times the seasons circled 
fully around the tree, and spring came and 
summer arrived, and in the first heat of It 
she felt the new buds again -- new life. 
The berries were green and white and red 
strange, like the leaves, all different, 
but they ripened slowly and turned deeply 
richly purple-black. There wasn't real 
pain -- but something like it, the fruit 
developing caused changes and she was aware 
of them, but didn't understand e><cept the 
drawing of strength away from herself -- 
but the birds came and ate and she was 
glad, and they sang as if saying "Thank 
hear her voice. Her arms felt good up 
there high -- misty -- like it's going to 
rain -- or looking through green-- 
Then she knew. Not gradually, but all 
at once. She wasn't angry, everything 
seemed all right. All was different, vet 
she was not frightened at all. Natural, 
all is so natural. I'm alive, more alive 
all over than I -- she didn't think al all 
for a little, she simply enjoyed the 
changes. 
Kira was surprised that she could hear 
-- though a bit dimly. She could see -- at 
first this was difficult, but it quickly 
became easier and she enjoyed the 
generalized sight more than before. She 
recognized a few people -- some had 
apparently come hunting for her, but they 
passed through the clearing -- and after a 
week, came there no more. 
Several time she thought about being 
lonely -- but there seemed to be no 
compartments in her mind, or hooks in her 
feelings to hang that on, so she let it go. 
Quiet and beautiful, even the rain,-- and 
the storms seemed to fit now -- the hot, 
muggy days were cleansed, refreshed. 
Surprised at her patience, and acceptance - 
- she quietly enjoyed her life. 
The first winter was a surprise. 
Slowly she had become accustomed lo not 
sleeping -- she loved the nights -- the 
visiting birds -- a squirrel came by from 
lime to time -- but often at night the 
great owls 1o1ould come -- or other night 
birds, she wasn't sur e -- and the quiet was 
deep and there was just enough movement and 
soft sounds to be most interesting. But 
she grew drowsy as the leaves fell. Funny 
leaves, some blade-shaped, pointed -- aome 
like little baseball milts, and others were 
a sort of combination. 
Sleep came on gradually, slowly 
both night and day now as the days grew 
colder. Am I dyinq? she thought -- but 
didn't care, not really. Whatever was, 
seemed right. And she slept, but not 
deeply. Where thoughts and sight had been 
different before -- they were clearer now, 
less diffused but not responsive to her 
senses so much as before. 
Dimly she felt the winter &nows -- the 
freezing cold. But the young new buds that 
would bring leaves in the spring -- these 
were coiled taut, packed 1o1ith life -- her 
life. She could feel all of those -- 
unwrapping, though she k new they weren't 
gro1o1ing, though they held tight and were 
sometimes glazed with ice. Spring was a 
sudden surprise -- quickly she was fully 
awake, the tastes of water filled with 
strength of minerals she somehow 
recognized, and the sweet air -- quickly 
she forgot how much she loved the winter 
and its sleep. 
Now i;;he measured time by the seasons - 
- en;oying them all in her very quiet, 
and aecure -- but she knew she was slim and 
straight inside the cloth. "So are you," 
she said evenly. "Tell me about vourself 
- I would like to be your sister, if that 
is possible." 
"Only my sister?" 
He isn't teasing. She felt her cheeks 
growir:ig warm. "Let's start with that and 
see what we will be like in the next few 
hours." 
"My name is George. I have wandered 
over a good deal of the world looking for 
wladom and gaining skills at what interests 
... Right now I am returning to my 
Father's farm -- in the mountains, North. 
Then I -- I don't know. Come with me." He 
amiled, she thought a little shvlv. "You 
will like the farm, Patience." 
She nodded. "I like you, and I will . 
come -- as you sister, George." ~atience 
dropped to her knees, then sat down. "If 
you have rope, you could tie up some books 
for me to carry." 
"All right; they are heavv," He 
sorted out five of roughly the same size 
and tied them with twine from his pack. 
She held her finger on the knot, as he drew 
it tight. "Your feet are -- well, dir tv," 
He had started a sentence that he wished he 
hadn't but he finished it reluctantly. 
Patience extended one leg and wriggled 
her toes. "I'll wash them in my creek." 
"We are near a city," he told her. 
"The direct route lo the farm lies that 
way, but we can cross a college campus and 
there's a highway." He looked at her bare 
feet questioningly. He was wearing sturdy 
hiking boots. 
He held her hand as she waded in the 
stream beside which she had stood for the 
last five years. She didn't seem to feel 
bad about leaving it -- but -- "Could we 
come back here &ometime, George?" 
"Some wise men aay you can never go 
back -- the place is not the same.'' He 
held He held her hand as she climbed out. 
sat down on a rock, and borrowed his knife 
and with its point, manicured her nails 
roughly, then "'1alked into the creek again. 
As they started away, he saw her look back, 
and &aid quickly "But we'll try," and saw 
her smile widen. 
In a few hours, they were on the edge 
of the city, and she didn't like the cement 
sidewalks, and tried walking in the 
sometimes grassy spots between the walk and 
the curb -- but there was broken glass 
there, and she was happy w3hen they could 
cut across the wide green field, sat with a 
few scattered trees. George told her the 
college was around it. People were walking 
around -- not very many., and mostly they 
ignored her, but one old woman looked at 
her bare feet, glanced away and then stared 
back. 
Patience noticed clusters of people 
young people. One. composed of girls;, 
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dress. He sat up and saw quickly that she 
was smiling, she was pretty, and her feet 
were dirty -- toenails full of black earth 
-- but the long fingers of the hands folded 
in her lap were clean and perfect. 
"Who are -- what -- where's the -- 7" 
he stopped and began to laugh. "I'm still 
dreaming." 
"Then perhaps you dreamed me," she 
said quietly. "The name given me was Kira 
-- but I call myself •Patience•. May I go 
with you?" 
"You are very lovely," he said 
quietly. 
His eyes really are as nice as I 
thought. She got up slowly, smoothed down 
her dark brown dress, which was as large 
and loose as the tree's bark had felt tight 
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those books -- if I'd said something -- But. 
I can•t go on thinking like this. Behind 
the bench. three large rocks, gray and very 
old-looking Jay between the tree that gave 
her shade and some little bushes which had 
flowered earlier in the season - but now 
had small, dried up little brown left-overs 
of the vanished flowers. I could be a 
rock, I suppose. I doubt if they feel 
much. She swallowed, closed her eyes, then 
~d them wide. No. 
George was back, standing by the end 
of the bench, and suddenly he sat down 
beside her, holding his knapsack In one 
hand by the strap. It seemed very light. 
"Where are the -- young ladies?" 
Patience asked, moving a few inches further 
away from him. 
"I guess they're still in the 
building--" he pointed, and when she didn't 
follow his indication with her eyes, his 
hand remained quietly in the air. his 
forefinger e)(tended. "They said they 
wanted to show me--" his voice faltered lo 
a stop, as she didn't seem interested. His 
head nodded up and down a little. 
The girl felt sorry for him. "What 
did they want?" She tried to speak as 
coolly and as disinterestedly as she could, 
but was not pleased with her effort. 
"Knowledge, wisdom -- they said." He 
sighed. "I guess they wanted me." 
She looked at the empty book bag. "So 
you gave them your books -- your knowledge 
instead." 
"Not all of it," and he produced from 
his back pocket the worn notebook, rolled 
up, and she now noticed his pencil stuck 
above his ear, held by the heavy, tight red 
curls. 
He's almost smiling. She saw that the 
eraser end, which protruded, had not been 
used -- it was fresh and clean. They 
wanted you -- I want you too. "Shall we 
start again for the farm?" 
He nodded. "Let's stay clear of the 
city -- the sidewalks are -- they must be 
hard -- and hot for your feet." He pointed 
away from the building he had entered. "If 
we go North we may have to climb a few 
fences -- but we can stay off the road." 
"I'd like that." •he said quietly, and 
standing up, took his hand and began to 
walk North. through the lovely, &oft grass. 
headed directly toward them. Two girls 
seemed to single out George, and moved away 
from the others, one on each side of him, 
taking his arms, linking theirs through his 
elbows. One girl had very fair, long, 
lovely hair -- a rather tight blue dress 
that reached almost to the concrete. The 
other girl had short. read hair that 
bounced as she moved -- and wore very tight 
pants that stretched on her body -- close 
to the breaking point, she thought, feeling 
suddenly how poorly dressed she was. 
·"Come with us --" they told George. 
"Obviously you are a man of wisdom -- look 
over there -- our huge library -- the great 
laboratories. They all connect to the 
places where money is to be made -- to the 
centers of our economy. Come now, you have 
knowledge -- we will show you where and how 
it changes to strength, power, and 
•ecurily." 
The blue skirt swirled -- They are 
lovely dancers, she watched, standing 
beside a wooden bench by some rocks, under 
a small shade tree, conscious of what she 
felt to be her awkwardness and the plain 
dress, along with her bare feel. 
I think he's going with them, she 
thought, but suddenly he turned and hurried 
back. and her heart felt warm and she 
smiled. But he look the five books she had 
been carrying, and as he turned away, not 
meeting her eyes, he said "IJait for me+-" 
and something else she couldn't quite hear, 
and he was gone, up the steps of one of the 
great buildings, following the girls. 
She stood watching the doors which 
were fastened open. Inside the building 
seemed dark, she could see nothing, so she· 
sat down on the bench and waited. At least 
the earth under the bench where the grass 
was worn off. was cool lo her feet -- the 
concrete sidewalks had been very hot. 
Think about George, she ordered her mind. 
Will he come back? 
Calmness and peace are what I need, 
patience too. Il had been very quiet and 
lovely in the little clearing where she had 
been -- the time as she thought about it 
seemed much longer than it actually was. 
Am I twenty years old now? Or does the 
time count the same--? IJhat does it really 
matter? Is he coming back? 
I don't think so. If he hadn't taken 
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My gasp is too small for that name 
my breathing -- pauses 
Fus;ion 
as he lets flo..i out that which 
he came to brlno me; 
Raw energy 
unhoned 
I will tune it later 
when I breathe again. 
Quiet fingers through scalp, on temples 
warmth ripples up my arms 
I feel 
Shielded power, 
Enoery behind frightening eyes 
so patient, 
for one so strong. 
Dark angel 
-- hover in the shadows 
winos quiver like restless breath, 
feathers spreading 
at the tip of mighty winos 
wailing 
will I see him? 
I am pacing 
in the dark, my movement 
mixes air 
mingling, swirling 
Oil and Water 
I do not feel his presence 
Until I stop. 
GIFT 
Lynn Maudlin 
To strike against the Godly Kings. 
He drives the strong and stubborn 
Fullilely agc:iirn;t the ui l ter stone 
Aoain and yet again. 
Roland, dying, feels the strength 
Of Holy Relics in his weapon's hilt; 
And fears the Powers of his mighty God 
Might be ushed by Profaning, Infidel handc 
DURINDANA 
Paul Edwin Zimmer 
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Show me your secrets 
we both lcnow they're safe 
I'm not going anywhere 
Breath of a dragon 
steaming and moist 
hot as a sauna 
on a cold finnish night 
tongue like asbestos 
teeth like a cage 
Most Ancient Worm! 
Show me your wings 
your glorious wings 
looking like gossamer 
stronger than flesh 
ripple in the wind 
Skutlhng, clawing 
talons of fire 
Jewels stuck like dirt under fingernails 
rubies. not mud 
great lizard 
eyes cold flame 
slit, like a cat 
crouch. like a cat 
purr, like a mighty cat 
VIRGIN 
Lynn Maudlin 
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Ten keel& &craped by the slushy sand 
Pushed proud prows into surging sea 
Hogni, the kind, dark with wrath swore he. 
Vowed death to Hedin by the sword in his hand. 
But they were spied ere the wave-skimmer sped 
Through screaming gulls, past skarps and skcrrie~ 
To loving thrusts and passionate parries 
On open ocean and bridal bed. 
They heard not the horn's harsh blast, 
Summoning kinsmen from hound and hawk. 
And they saw not the war arrow passed, 
Nor host assemble al the Lawgiver's Rock. 
The magic preincess to the hero bold 
Had flown from love of parents dear, 
To serpent ship from sea girt hold, 
Fulfilling her father's dar-k es t fear. 
Hild that night with her lover lay. 
The waves that tossed the sailing-serpent 
Tossed the bold pair in blissful torment, 
Eased and aided the lovers' play. 
For Hild has passed, 
Grimly grieving, 
Lifespells weaving, 
Winning wan warriors 
/ttway from death. 
Centuries ago It began. 
Centuries ago it was. 
Centuries ago ... 
And each to his camp stalks a rut.led road. 
Father and Lover, 
Each to the ends of the hazeled field 
Gathers anew his ancient army. 
Father and Lover! Father and Lover! 
Each plots again the death for the other! 
For Hild has passed, 
Grimly grieving, 
Lifespells weaving, 
Winning wan warriors 
Away from death. 
Harsh cried of exult at ion 
Rabble throats dry as dust. 
Rib-snared swords are wrenched and retrieved, 
Rusted swords and riven shields, 
Spears brandished in oft slain hands 
For Hild has passed, 
Grimly grieving, 
Lifespells weaving, 
Winning wan warriors 
Away from death. 
Clothed in ragged flesh, 
Half rotted rise the avengers. 
Pale as ·bone against a bloody sky, 
the lifeless rise in the dying sun. 
HILD 
Tim Callahan 
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Gathering into the hard rain. 
See how it drives, making rivers 
of the streets. 
Come taste the whip at winter's hand; 
come let us drink our fill. 
Cast off caution, heed no warning -- 
Ride the fervent rains with me into 
the morning." 
Out of the s tor m you came. 
The raven wings of midnight were you mantle, 
And beauty like a shaft of ice -- 
Clear, crystolline beauty, 
Cruel beauty -- 
To crave, but not to hold, 
To crave and never know. 
Your face was pale; 
Your brow it bore no line 
Of the raw and ruthless years tha l, 
vowing, never paid. 
And your beath broke like a wave 
against the quiet, 
The devasla ling quiet, 
The violated silence. 
At your touch fear and blue flame were struck. 
For while your eyes they told of garden!; 
fresh and clean -- 
Of pleasures alien to me, 
The thawing of a thousand springs 
Your word& were, "I come gathering, 
VISITATION 
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For Hild has passed, 
Grimly grieving, 
Lifespells weaving, 
Winning wan warriors 
Away ... 
From peace! 
And it will go on 'til the ravening hounds 
Swallow sun and Moon. 
And, writhing, Earth 
To chaos returns. 
For Hild has passed, 
Grimly grieving, 
Lifespells weaving, 
Winning wan warriors 
Away from death. 
And still they kill on the shrouded isle. 
Father and Lover! Father and Lover! 
Each still seeks death{ for the other! 
Centuries ago it was. 
Centuries ago it began. 
Centuries ago ... 
At dawn, again the sword did rend. 
A>< bit bone. Spear dr ank blood. 
Hedin and Hogni fell in spear-storm flood. 
Men hacked and hewed as beasts that rend. 
Father and Lover brought death to each other, 
Against their hate her anguish strove, 
But vengeance s tood in reason's stead. 
Flashing sword-storm made shield bosses ring 
Spear drank blood. A>< bit bone. 
To the whine of arrows did Valkyries sing. 
Gondul's song was the dying man's groan. 
Hogni hurled ring and reason away, 
Bade Hedm's host to the hazeled field. 
Illugi's word-wound would never be healed. 
Ravens feasted that unhappy day. 
"A sow the ring-hole rides round, I see.'' 
-So spake Illugi to Hocru the k1ng- 
"A well ridden sow Hedin hope!.: you will be! 
Bending you over he'd pierce your ring!" 
But evil Illug1, a wretch Hild had spurned, 
Seared Hogni'c heart with venomed speech. 
Serpent tongued wolf-heart with soul of a leech! 
Hogni's vain pride to a mean path he turned. 
Highly then Hogni praised Hedm's r ma. 
"Tusk is bared boldly by boar of gold. 
Thus Hedin thinks of me!" quoth the king. 
Hogni's heart warmed towcird Hedin the bold. 
She bore forth from Hedin to Hogni a gift, 
A ring well wrought and richly in gold, 
Bearing the image of a boar fierce and bold, 
A sign of respect to help heal the rift. 
High minded Hild then the bat tie dared breach. 
Between bristling walls bore the gift of peace. 
Against blood vengeance love's light to tench, 
Bade bold warriors their battle lo cease. 
Nine serpents circled, but dared not land: 
Once Hogni's host faced Hedin's spears 
Hild's stark sorcery raised sailors' dark fears. 
Mists sealed the isle at the wave of Hild's hand! 
Nina serpents circled and isle grim and bleak. 
Nine long dragons blocked the lovers' escape. 
Hogni sailed shoreward his vengeance to wreak. 
Shield-wall faced shield-wall, love's bat Lle to shape. 
But Hedin slipped from Hogni's hard grip. 
By Hild's high magic a wind arose 
And sped them through ere the jaws could close 
To rock girl isle fled the lovers' lone ship. 
Far faring dragons' flawshing oars lashed 
Aeger's ale to churning foam. 
Ten grim serpents in a crescent flashed. 
Curved round the lovers' wind-tossed home. 
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And rode we then the rains, 
The hard rain. 
-. 
Gather you into the hard rain. 
From the secret place of thunder to 
the circuits of the sun, 
You will ride the rains; 
and with me you will ride them 
Now in haste, sweet urgency." 
So you spoke, and so you gathered me, 
·' 
. ... 
"Would you bridle the stallion that runs wild; 
Would you stru> the phoenix of its wings? 
Bide the dragon shed his polished s;;cales, 
The unicorn her horn? 
Build temples 
To house what knows no bounds, 
And worship bowing down? 
Summer weaves 
Only spells of withering heat; 
Autumn is a rover, and a paramour 
Who courts favours but to vanish in a day; 
And springs paths ever lie 
On winter's further side. 
To dawning desolation leads the way. 
However you may burrow under quills and sheets, 
Such armour will not turn the blade 
Whose scabbard is the inner man. 
Gainsaying or game, I'll gather you, 
Gather me into the hard rain 
Whose fury falls; on all that breathes 
. and bends all to ils will. 
I'll not kiss the crushing hands: 
the draught you offer is too strong. 
Wait the autumn, stay for summer 
I'll not dance with you to such a savage drummer." 
Into the storm I sped, 
Embarking on the wings of my imaginings 
Through drops that bit like splintered glass, 
Like shards of ruptured longing 
Cruel talons. -- 
And ached, and asked not why, 
And bled and could not die. 
Plucked and gently flayed, 
Swathed in the plumes of mystic birds, 
I supped on bitter herbs and wallowed in a sty, 
Then returned lo huddle wretched 
'nea lh the eiderdown, 
Unscathed by prying eyes 
To cower in the quiet, 
To lick my wounds, and shudder, 
and be silent. 
And though you wished lo dare the limits, 
fully try me, 
I said, "Take me in high tide, 
And I'll not live to see the ebb. 
I beg you do not gather me, 
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The Children of Aya came into the 
sleeping World singing in a shower of light 
and moving over the face of the Pool of 
Time they marveled at Aya's handiwork. And 
thinking of the vision of the Children of 
the World, their hearts were moved to put 
on forms like to those of the Children of 
the World, and thus partake of the Nature 
of the IJorld. They drew near to earth and 
as each touched the earth, they assumed a 
garment, and Identity put on Form. They 
came to earth on Ochil Betha, the High 
Place of the World, the veriest peak of 
Sliasat llma, of all the mountains in the 
World the highest. And Ochil Betha is also 
called the Step of Heaven, for here it was 
that the Altondar first set their feet. 
As each first stood upon the Step, 
taking on their forms, the mountain rang 
with joy and took into itself the Gift of 
Aya's Children, the radience of Ava's 
Courts. And so as each of the mighty 
Attondar came lo earth, sound went flying 
out into the sleeping World and light 
followed, growing in the high peak. 
First upon the soaring mount came 
Valiya, Fair of Heaven, Alun Hime, the Lady 
of Brightness. She laughed with delight at 
the World and from her laughter sprang 
forth birds, and ever after the songs of 
birds are called IJaliya's Laughter. And 
from her footsteps sprang up flowers, so 
that in the wide lands of the Middle Realms 
in aftertime, the coming of spring flowers 
was regarded as a sign of her continued 
II 
by 
Sarah Beach 
In the boundlessness of eterna Aya 
lives in light and about Him are His 
Children, singing in light. And taking 
thought in the delight of love, He called 
together His Children to show them His new 
creation, a new delight. And He called 
this new creation the IJorld and the Pool of 
Time. Such was the delighted joy of His 
Children in this new creation that Aya 
granted to them that so desired that they 
might enter the IJorld and partake of its 
creation, to watch over His Children that 
would be born in the World. But to those 
who desired to enter the World he gave 
warning to them of the Pool of Time. They 
would be bound with the Time of the World, 
for the new creation was not eterna, and 
from within the World there would be 
seeming separation from eterna and the 
Light of Ava's Courts. Yet still did many 
choose to enter into the World. Therefore 
did Aya grant to them that they be 
Guardians of the Children of the World, and 
to this purpose gave them knowledge in a 
vision of the Children of the World who 
would waken in the Pool of Time, of their 
natures and their fates. 
Therefore into the Circles of the 
World came the Attondar, the Highest of 
Ava's Children, eight in number, eight in 
power. And to each was an ethan of the 
Balenar, the Eadar and the elemental 
•Pirits of Ava's Children. And the World 
was closed behind them, and they were bound 
to it, until Aya Opens the World. 
I 
Again the AHondar and their ethani 
went forth into the \Jorld to prepare it for 
the Awakening of the Children of the \Jorld. 
And this was a time of constant delight to 
them as they watched the unfolding of the 
new creation and the shaping of the flow of 
Time. But Cadar joined not in this 
delight, and his heart was darkened as he 
learned of the nature of the \Jorld. For he 
wished to be like the yet to come Children 
of the World and become more than he was. 
But he spoke not yet of this. 
Now the Attondar made no measure of 
the flow of Time, for it was as yet nothing 
lo them. But there came a moment before 
the Awakening of the Children of the World 
when Valiya and Adonel stood upon the Step 
of Heaven and together gazed upon the 
World. And their consideration was not 
bound to the sleeping \Jorld, for Ava had 
given them much foreknowledge of the 
tapestry of Time. Thus they looked upon 
inany of the deeds· of the still sleeping 
Children of the World. And Adonel's heart 
111ostly followed the threads of the 
Fvnalren, who would be immortal in the 
World, but Valiya's heart followed the many 
and short threads of the Mortal Kindreds, 
and particularly the Weren. Then the 
shimmering light of the Step of Heaven grew 
brighter about them, and Adonel looked upon 
his consort and found her weeping. 
"Wherefore dost thou weep?" asked he, 
and she answered him, "For the shortness of 
the lives of the Weren, and for their 
blindness. For at the end of all their 
days they shall walk into the darkness, not 
knowing whence they are bound. And there 
are none lo guide them, for we ourselves 
are bound within the Circles of the World 
until Ava Opens it." 
And Adonel's heart was moved with 
compassion for the Weren, and gathering up 
her tears he said, "Then let thy sorrow 
light their darkness and be a sign of hope 
to their heads.'' And saying so, he cast 
her shining tears into the sky. And there 
in the dim canopy they shone out brightly. 
Now Cadar was at that time afar off 
from Ochil Betha, and when the stars that 
are called Valiya's Tears appeared, his 
heart was pierced by their beauty, and for 
the first time he knew anger. For he was 
not yet lost to wisdom and in the light of 
the stars he read the purposes of Valiya 
and Adonel to hold to their Guardianship. 
And his heart moved against them. 
He sat him down to think, alone and 
far from Ochil Betha, and he camev to wonder 
why it ,.,as that the Atlondar held dominion 
over all things in the World except the 
Children of the World who were to waken. 
And thinking on the Children of the World 
and how Ava promised to them in the Vision 
of the World that their natures be always a 
striving toward enlargement of their being, 
Cadar first knew envy. And suddenly he 
decided to become like the Children of the 
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When first the Allondar and their 
ethani came into the World they 1o1ent about, 
learning of the \Jorld. For although Aya 
had given them much knowledge in the Vision 
of the World, they found that this new 
creation was a thing of potential 
unrealized rather than identity known, as 
was their own nature as Ava's Children. 
And they found this difference between 
their own nature and that of the World a 
thing of delight and in this delight they 
saw the purpose of the Pool of Time. 
And coming together again, the Eight 
cast up into the northern sky their Crowns, 
to shine as a sign of Guardianship for the 
Children of the \Jorld. 
Then gathering together their ethani, 
the Attondar danced upon the waters of 
Neva ran which lay at the feet of Sliasa t 
Ilma. And in their dancing they raised 
their voices, singing as they had sung 
before Aya. And this in aftertime was 
called the Great Dance and waso danced by 
Fynlaren and Weren in celebration and in 
honor of the Attondar. 
III 
Guardianship. 
Adonel cam• ne)(t, the mighty Sky Lord 
and al his breath winds ran throughout the 
\Jorld. Aelianus he is called and the Lord 
of Thunder, for he drew forth the great 
Wind Sword from his own being and swinging 
it, stirred the sleeping air with 
Gaelhmece's lightnings. 
Then came fair Carahayl, the Friend of 
Fields, and from her warm touch the green, 
growing things awoke in the \Jorld. 
Liosalun she is called and she walks in the 
light of growth and harvest. 
Rimilach followed her, cloaked in red 
and thus called also Malroth. He is the 
Runner of the \Jild, and Master is he of all 
wild things. 
Then came Altre, fair and keen, the 
Lady in Silver and Mistress of Small 
Waters. 
Trethan followed her, the Lord of the 
Sea, the Lord of Deep Waters, cloaked in 
stormy purple. 
Then came Ceile, gentle All-Mother, 
the Earth-Mother, and over the sleeping 
World she smiled her warm love. 
And lastly to the Step came Cadar, 
Lord of Earth, darkly cloaked. But at his 
step, Ochil Betha's ringing song chimed 
sourly. Bright Valiya turned and looked 
upon Cadar and was troubled in her heart. 
For though the form which Cadar took upon 
himself was fair indeed, yet the eyes of 
Valiva saw that it was not true. But there 
was as yet no name for this, for all things 
were still new in the World, and so she 
spoke not of it. 
Thus were the forms of the At tondar 
•stablished, and they were fully come into 
the World. 
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Adonel said, "The heart of Cadar has turned 
from us, and it seemeth to me that he doth 
walk the World as if we art indeed 
separated from Aya." And from that time on 
Valiva and Adonel pondered the actions of 
Cadar. In later time Adonel's words were 
remembered and thus is Cadar sometime 
called He-Who-Turned. But such time was 
not yet come. 
Now Cadar turned his heart toward 
securing mastery in the World, and he 
regarded his ethan, determining who would 
be of most use to him. Of his Balenar he 
scorned Lar as useless. for Lar loved ever 
to 1o1ander by the shores, playing pipes and 
World in that fashion. that he might become 
111ore than he was. To this end, he began to 
work in aecret upon the hearts of his 
ethan. binding them ever more closely to 
his will, but keeping his thought hidden 
from them. 
And again the Attondar and their 
ethani came together and danced upon the 
waters of Nevaran. and their works in the 
World were delighted in. 
Now Valiva was consort to Adonel, and 
Carahayl to Rimilach. But Altre chose to 
be alone, and Trethan, though he loved her. 
did likewise. Cadar scorned these two in 
his heart. although he walked alone in the 
World. For he looked not on Ceile, although 
she would have been his consort. But her 
love was such that all were encompassed by 
it, and thus she grieved not at her 
singleness. 
When the At tondar \'!ere come together 
again, Cadar looked upon Valiya, and 
although he feared the perception in her 
bright eyes, he secretly thought it might 
be pleasing to be as Adonel. But all his 
thoughts he kept hidden and so his inner 
self grew more unlike his outward sel!. 
Then after the Attondar had danced, 
Cadar spoke and held the gathering with his 
words. "Soon the Children of the World 
shall waken," he said, "and a thing has 
come to trouble me. Over all the things of 
the World we have dominion. and yet none is 
set as Lord over the Children of the World. 
Let us choose one of our number to this 
purpose." 
Then the At tondar looked upon Cadar in 
wonderment. 
Adoncl answered him. "Dost thou not 
recall the charge given unto us by Aya? 
For we art appointed Guardians and not 
Lords over the Children of the World. 
Indeed, before the Light of Ava, the 
Children of the World are like to be equals 
to ourselves. Nay, delf, let us keep to 
our charge." 
Then was Cadar enraged in his heart by 
Adonel's words, but he saw in the faces of 
the Attondar that their wills turned not as 
his upon this matter. And too, his heart 
turned against the Children of the World, 
for he liked not the idea that they might 
be his equals. The Fvntar en were to be 
immortal in the World and thus far, similar 
to the At tondar and their ethani, but they 
were to be born of the ne;-c;=eation and 
thus Cadar counted them as less than 
himself. As for the Mortal Kindreds, their 
lives were to be of such shortness that 
Cadar counted them as little more than 
animals. But he revealed not these 
thoughts. but bowed his head in seeming 
agreement with Adonel's words. 
And all went on their way (CK" a while. 
But Adonel and Valiya stood together 
by Nevaran for a time. And Valiya said to 
Adonel. "Aman, I see that thine heart is 
troubled. --sJ;eak thy thought to me." And 
Lennan's frown lifted. "Thy powers 
are many and great, 0 Cadar, but canst thou 
do these things?" 
"Even so," said he. "And in token of 
this promise I shalJ seal our agreement 
after the fashion of the Children of the 
World." And saving so, he pressed his lips 
to hers. Then bowing, he went awav. And 
Lennan wandered alone pondering these 
things, and ever now her heart foil owed 
after Cadar. But she kept her thought 
hidden from Valiya, and for a time none 
knew of her choice. 
There came a time when Adonel sat upon 
the Step of Heaven, surveying the World. 
He was c:lad in the blue of the skies and 
all about him the light of Ochil Betha 
shone golden. His heart rejoiced with 
song, for he knew that soon the Children of 
the World would awaken. He marveled al all 
that Ava had wrought in the Pool of Time. 
The light of the glowing peak set him 
smiling, for It held the light of Ava's 
Courts. And from beneath his foot he look 
up a piece of the light-filled stone, and 
of it he fashioned a ring, and it was 
wonderous beautiful. And Adonel smiled 
upon his work, for he delighted again in 
the thought of Ava's Courts. 
Then looking up he saw Cadar coming 
toward him. And as his heart was still 
full of the song of light the Ring sang lo 
him, he saw more clearly into Cadar's 
heart, and there he saw that Cadar despised 
his own mastery of earth and desired to be 
even as Adonel himself. Thus Adonel's 
heart was troubled as he rose to greet 
Cadar. 
·"Greetings to thee, delf ," said 
Ad one 1. 
"And to thee likewise," returned 
Cadar. Then his eyes fell upon the Ring 
which Adonel had placed upon his hand, and 
his heart heard faintly the song of light. 
And straightway he desired the Ring beyond 
reason. It angered him that any other than 
himself would have wakened the light of 
Ava's voice in the IJorld. But however it 
was done, he found he craved it for his 
own. "What dost thou have upon thine hand, 
delf?" he asked. " 
Adonel paused for a moment, surprised 
by the darkness he felt burning in Cadar's 
de.sire, and he sought for a way lo lighten 
it. "It is but an ornament, made from a 
chip of Ochil Betha," he answered. And 
then he asked, "What bringeth thee here 
from the wide World?" 
"I would speak with thee concerning 
not." 
to outshine her s." 
Lennan'& frown remained and her bright 
eyes were darkened. "And ao?" 
"And so, I would see thee great among 
the Altondar and their ethani. I would make 
thee Queen of the World, and the Children 
of the World wouldst worship thee and thank 
thee for thy gifts, as the Atlondar do 
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dancing, and Cedar could see no value in 
this. But Criadaed he viewed otherwise, 
for that Balenar was skilled in crafts, 
most especially the art of smithing, and he 
worked often amid the earth's fires shaping 
ornaments which delighted heart and eye. 
And with Criadaed worked one of Cadar's 
Eadar, minding the fires, and he was named 
Aedon. Now these two were ever al their 
work when Cadar would approach them with 
his plans, and he found their absorption in 
their work daunting and so he would depart. 
Thus he turned his eyes elsewhere, seeking 
those who would follow him. 
Now among the ethan of Valiya was 
Lennan, and she was the most beautiful of 
all the Balenar. Often she went abroad in 
the World, delighting in its beauties, and 
those places she Iavor'ed especially she 
gifted with allurement. One place she 
favored above all else, a beautiful forest 
where there were flowering trees like lo 
none else in the World, and therefore was 
it called Lennan's Domain. 
One time was Lennan walking alone 
amidst these trees, for she had sent away 
her companions. The trees which are called 
the jirdan, were flowering all about her. 
Manv blossoms carpeted the ground beneath 
the branches and their scent floated deeply 
in the air. The flowers of the jirdan are 
of many colors, some golden flushed with 
red in their centers, some white as snow 
with a delicate core of ice blue, some pink 
with a white star-burst in their hearts. 
All glowed in the muted light. And like a 
shower of gold, Lennan's hair swung free as 
she walked, and she hummed a lilting tune. 
Cadar came to her there, walking out 
of the shadows, and he greeted her. "Hail 
lo thee, Lennan Tiralen, most beautiful of 
the Children of Ava!" Lennan regarded him 
with veiled eyes, for she knew somewhat of 
the thought of Valiya and Adonel concerning 
Cadar. But loo, his greeting found favor 
with her. So she smiled on him and 
answered in turn, "Hail to thee, Cadar. 
Whal dost thou here in my domain?" 
"Is it thine indeed, then?" he asked. 
"For when the Children of the World Awaken, 
wilt they not c:laim it for themselves?" 
Then was Lennan troubled, for she had 
not thought on this. And Cadar read her 
heart and played upon it. 
"Thinkest thou of the wildne!Hi we have 
foreseen in the Mortal Kindreds. In their 
shortness of life how shalt they ever come 
to have a proper love of this lhv domain? 
They wilt chop its trees in winter and 
trample its blossoms in the spring." 
A frown had descended upon Lennan's 
brow. "Whv sayest thou these things to me? 
I am not of thine ethan." 
"I would not see thee slighted, as 
thou art, by the Altondar. For do they 
give thee praise for thy works? They do 
not. And Valiya keep& thee ever in her 
&hadow, that thy beauty might not be &een 
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John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 
listened to the Gaelic <more properly, 
Brythonic) of a Welsh colleen 
And muttered, "The beauty of her 
glottology is not my imagination 
hinderin'-- 
Sindarinf" 
THE SECRET VICE (A Clerihew> 
by Joe R. Christopher 
The blood of Adonel spurted out and 
fell upon the Step of Heaven, and suddenly 
was all of Ochil Betha aflame. For the 
blood of the Attondar is the living light 
of Ava's Courts. and uncontained it is 
beyond the enduring of the World. Adonel 
bent down within the flame at the 
suddenness of his pain, and in hi& great 
anguish he cried out, "Soiv Caimcadar 
Guigedor!" which is "False bent-Cadar Maker 
of Lies." 
Fear and shame struck the heart of 
Caimcadar, and he turned and fled from 
Ochil Betha, and never did he return openly 
thence. With him he took Gaethmece, even 
though the sword was angered by the 
striking of Adonel. The skies filled with 
black roiling clouds, and Gaelhmece shouted 
thunder and flashed lightning until 
Caimcadar's hand was much pained. Then did 
he stop, and drawing from the earth, he 
made~ scabbard for Gaethmece and so hung 
the Wind Sword from his side. 
And when he stopped, far from Sliasat 
Ilma, Caimcadar called hi& ethan lo himself 
and they all came, and with them came 
Lennan. "Adonel wouldst steal thy powers." 
he said to the ethan. "for he would be 
Master of All. Even now he hast driven me 
away, and is like to take up my dominion as 
the Children of the World." said Cadar. 
But still his eyes were upon the Ring of 
Adonel. "I wouldst have thee reconaider 
the matter of the lordship of the Children 
of the World. Surely in thy knowledge of 
the Vision of the World thou hast seen how 
the Children of the World shalt need our 
guidance." 
"Guidance they shalt have of us. But 
we are not their masters." 
Cadar•s eyes darkened then in anger. 
"What knowest thou of mastery?" he cried. 
"Thou who hast made naught in the world but 
a trinket for thine hand!" 
Then did Adonel look upon Cadar in 
wonderment. for the works of Aelianus were 
many and great. "Delf ." he said at last, 
"what is this thing which darkeneth thee 
hearl?" And saying so he extended the hand 
which wore not the Ring. 
"Call me not delf ," cried Cadar, 
striking ctside the hand of Adonel, "for 
thou hast no love for me." Saying this, he 
&natched Gaethmece from Adonel's side, 
thinking to smite Adonel and take the Ring 
and thus prove his mastery. But Gaethmece 
belonged to Adonel, and when Cadar moved to 
&trike the other, the sword twisted in his 
hand and so he only struck Adonel's left 
eye. 
Tears. leapt out in the sky, and this too 
the company marvelled at. 
Then Adonel spoke: "This has ·been the 
first of days, and thus shall Time be 
measured ever after. And this light shall 
be called the Sun, and by it shall the 
Children of the World prosper.'' 
And Valiya bowed to Adonel. "The gift 
of Aelianus is great," she said. "And his 
light shall shine upon all who dwell in the 
World.'' Thus did the Sun come to be called 
also the Gift of Aelianus. 
But afar off, Caimcadar saw .the rising 
and the passing of the Sun, and he knew 
what the Attondar had done. And all his 
joy at t.he striking of Adonel turned to 
gall, and he hated the light of the Sun. 
But when the Sun had set, he looked to the 
north and saw there the Eight Stars which 
are the Crowns oft.he Powers. He thought 
upon his own Crown and smiled in defiance. 
He put forth his power and sought lo pull 
his Star down from t.he circle of t.he 
Crowns, for he would not leave any sign 
that he had been one of the Attondar. 
And when the Sun had slid away, the 
Attondar st.anding upon the Step of Heaven 
beheld the Crowns and saw that Caimcadar 
strove to pull down his Star. And their 
hearts were wrenched at the sight, for they 
knew that Caimcadar sought to tear himself 
from their nature and their charge. But 
the Star sank only slowly, for t.he bonding 
between the Crowns was as strong as that 
-between the Attondar. 
And Caimcadar's anger and defiance 
grew, so that he drew upon the powers of 
his ethan and 1o1orked lo cast down his Star. 
Then suddenly, with a burst of flame, his 
Star fell from the Crowns and Caimcadar 
gave a shout of triumph. But his shout 1o1as 
cut short when the Star returned not to his 
hand, but clung to the low horizon of the 
sky. Caimcadar called to it, but it moved 
no further. He exerted his power, but it 
remained stationary. Then Caimcadar 
shouted in anger, and the blast of his 
anger struck the Star like a wounding blow. 
Then, even as all watched it, the brilliant 
light of t.hat Star changed and took on a 
green color, unlike to all the light in the 
sky, and the Attondar found that it 
troubled them in their hearts. 
At first Caimcadar raged that he could 
not reclaim his Crown, and in his heart he 
realized with angry wonder that he was 
indeed bound within the World until Ava 
Opens it. But then as the color of the 
Star changed, he began to laugh, for he had 
indeed drawn it away from the Crowns. And 
the sound of his defiance went rushing 
through t h e tJcwld on a wind. 
And as the Attondar stood upon Ochil 
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Now great was the burning of Ochil 
Betha, and the light and heat of it filled 
all the land about Sliasat Ilma. And there 
was nowhere in that land any shadows. But 
the earth groaned under the flaming of the 
mountain. 
Then Adonel recovered himself from his 
pain, and stepping from the flames, he 
called the other Attondar to him. "The 
earth cannot endure the flaming of Ochil 
Betha. Let us therefore cast the peak into 
the sky, setting it on a course over the 
lands. Thus will its light and heat 
benefit the Children of the world.'' 
Then the At tondar perceived how the 
evil deed of Caimcadar might be turned to 
good. So they determined the course and, 
exerting their powers together, they cast 
the flaming peak into the sky. And still 
was Sliasat Ilma the tallest of mountains, 
even without the peak of light. And the 
Attondar continued to call the flat place 
at the top Ochil Betha and the Step of 
Heaven. 
Together the Attondar and their elhani 
stood upon the mountain watching the course 
of the burning light, and they marvelled at 
the changes the light wrought in the World, 
and they saw that it was good. As they 
watched, the light circled from the far 
eastern lands lo beyond the Westernmost, 
and the colors of the sky as the light 
passed were a marvel to the watchers. When 
the light had passed to the dark &ide of 
the World, the light of the stars, Valiya's 
IV 
well as his own.'' And his ethan, all of 
whom but a few were bent totally to his 
will, murmured against Adonel and the other 
Attondar. 
But Criadaed and Lar stood forth and 
faced Caimcadar. "These words art bent 
from that which is," said Lar , And 
Criadaed said, "Thal fire which we seelh in 
the Weslermost is surely the blood of an 
AHondar, and I see no wounds upon thee. 
That which I do see is Gaethmece and it is 
properly Adonel's.'' 
And Caimcadar was deeply angered. 
"Petty fool!" cried he, "thou art but of 
the Balenar and what knowest thou of the 
thoughts of the Altondar?" 
Then with Lar and Criadaed stood 
Aedon, and three others of the Eadar of the 
elhan joined them; Tamartir, Flean, and 
Glasslinir. And Caimcadar looked upon 
these six and laughed, and his laughter was 
like bitter thunder. And the Six turned 
from him and went back into the Westernmost 
and no longer called themselves of Cadar's 
ethan. 
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And Altre took thought, and looking up 
at the sweet light, she said,_ "Then let it 
be called the Moon." 
And thus the Sun and the Moon came to 
course the skies of the World. 
And to celebrate the making of the Sun 
and Moon, the Attondar danced upon Ochil 
Betha with all their ethani, and long was 
that celebra lion. 
But Caimcadar in secret and in hatred 
worked upon the Sun and the Moon. And he 
caused the Sun to travel its course in a 
shorter period of lime, so that the dark 
cloak of night lay upon the lands for a 
longer period of time. And for lack of the 
light and warmth of the Sun, the lands grew 
colder and thus the first Winter came upon 
the World. And he caused the crystal of 
the Moon to grow clouded and dark, hiding 
the Moon's light. 
When Al lre looked. upon the Moon, she 
cried out in anger at its darkening. And 
putting forth her power, she caused its 
crystal to become clear again. 
Then the Altondar noted the shortening 
of the days and they put forth their power 
and slowed the Sun. And its light and 
warmth began to melt the Winter. 
Then did Adonel laugh in delight, and 
the Attondar looked on him in puzzlement. 
"Lo!" he said, "we hath seen in the Vision 
of the World the change of seasons, and yet 
in none of our works had we brought them 
into being. But when the deeds of the 
Unnamed set us into action, our efforts 
hath brought about that which we had seen 
but not wrought. And the malice of He-Who- 
Turned hath ioerved only this greater end. 
Therefore let us confirm the Sun and the 
Moon in these patterns." 
So the At tondar set their seals upon 
the Sun and the Moon. And Caimcadar then 
found that his intent against the ~un and 
Moon was silenced, and he raged in anger. 
Yet he felt a small satisfaction that there 
would be a season of the year wherein the 
light of the Sun would be of short 
duration. And loo, the light of the Moon 
would wax and wane, and there would be 
times when he could wulk in a darkness 
unlit save by the stars. And ever after 
did he delight in darkness, calling it his 
own and making of it a frequent terror to 
the Children of the World. 
Betha with Caimcadar's laughter mocking 
them, Adonel saw that Caimcadar could not 
remove his Star from the sky, for it was 
tied to the fallen Attondar's presence in 
the World, since he was bound within the 
World, even as they were. Then was Adonel 
greatly grieved, for he foresaw that 
Caimcadar would work much harm on the 
Children of the World, and the Green Star 
was a sign of that harm. 
Then Altre spoke in a voice of crisp 
waters, saying "By day, the light of the 
Sun shalt counter that of the Green Star, 
and the light of Ava's Courts shalt overrun 
that emblem of the Unnamed's will. But 
what of the night? For it is fair and full 
of beauties, and yet that green light 
casteth a sickly hue in many placas. Can 
we not by some means place a light into the 
night sky as a ward against the Green 
Star?" 
And all the Attondar thought upon this 
matter. Even as they did so, the Sun rose 
again in the East and cast splendid colors 
of light upon the waters of Nevaran at the 
feet of Sliast Ilma. Valiya laughed in 
delight at the sight and cried, "There is 
thine light, !!!.!· Let us make of crystal a 
vessel wherein lo hold the reflected light 
of the Sun. For thus its light shalt be 
softer than the Sun's and not override the 
beauties of night, and vet it shalt be 
brighter than that of the Green Star." 
And all the company thought this good. 
Calling upon Criadaed, they charged him 
with the making of the vessel and placed 
themselves at his direction for the making 
of the light of the Night. Criadaed built 
a wondrous globe ot crystal, and he charged 
the Attondar to fill it with water from 
Nevaran which held the reflected light of 
the Sun. The substance of the crystal 
muted the strength of the reflected 
sunlight, and it was exceedingly fair. 
And when the Sun was again setting in 
the West, the Altondar set the new light in 
the East on a similar course. The silvery 
light fell gently on the World, and the 
light of the stars glimmered in the sky 
with it. And all the company of the 
Attondar were pleased with the work. 
Then Adonel said to Allre, "This is 
the child of thine thought, nea, therefore 
let thine be the choice of n-;;;e," 
He had never rejoiced more than the day Angus 
braved the hidden hills of the Tuatha Sidhe to win 
the beauteous Bloddeuwedd for wife. 
Bloddeuwedd, with her chestnut hair-- 
Bloddeuwedd, with her crimson nails-- Bloddeuwedd, 
his faerie wife! 
For it was common knowledge that the imperious 
maiden was of the blood royal of the Sidhe. Her 
life he spared as he forced one more faerie 
cantref into thralldom before the human King. 
Overjoyed with his prize, Angus had carried her 
off, kicking and screaming, to the nearest abbey. 
It had taken four men to restrain her inside it 
until she received the Blessed Sacrament and was 
baptized. At once she lost her murderous rage, and 
the water in the font churned deep crimson. Then 
it became clear and still again, and Bloddeuwedd 
followed Angus out of the chapel, accompanied by 
his retinue. 
"See my future bride!" he had called to his 
father's court. ~Faerie no longer-- and soon to 
become one of us!" And the people cheered, while 
Bloddeuwedd remained silent and her dusky brown 
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Angus of Canbury Tor woke gradually, swimming 
in a hazy pool of pain. His body was numb and 
cold, save where weapon-wounds burned him. He 
tried to open his eyes, to leap to his feet again 
and take up his sword, but couldn't. Sidhe-spawned 
pain circled him in its web, centering in his 
mouth. How his blood boiled to slay those Tylwyth 
faerie-folk! 
The light behind his eyes grew dark-- a hazy 
veil of dull red and scarlet. He heard around him 
the sounds of battle, hollow and far away. Sword 
scraped on shield, battle-axe clanged against 
hauberk, spears pierced distant groaning bodies. 
Like the cursed Ban-Sidhe was the wail of women 
and their lamentations •... 
Angus hurled himself at the wall of red. Unseen 
arms restrained him and he smelled wine. Stinging 
joined the host of old pains. 
"No ..• I must fight--" he muttered through his 
bloodstained beard. He could not lie idle in the 
face of battle! He was the war chief of Canbury 
Tor. Firstborn son, first in war! the Old Laird 
laughed each time he heard news of Angus' 
victories. 
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moaned, feeling the fire of new-bound slashes 
struggling to mend. 
Quietly the faerie-woman worked the first of 
the salves into her betrothed's skin. Late 
afternoon faded into evening. 
The woman daubed the second liniment onto his 
torn mouth, caressing the wound with fingers that 
had done this all too many times before, on the 
other side of the furrows-- where the blood that 
stained the pillow was not red, but violet. 
Angus recovered quickly, and the bandage about 
his mouth was changed each day before feeding and 
rebandaged after. Fortunately, no teeth were 
broken. 
Bloddeuwedd was restive these days. The farther 
the campaigns moved away, the more anxious she 
would get. Knowing her temper, the inmates of the 
Laird's castle became more nervous as time went 
on. To Angus only was she tender. 
One daybreak, a scullion approached her at the 
window with a biscuit for Break-Fast. "What do you 
see, milady?" he asked. "A line of Finvarra's men? 
Or any soldier of ours?" 
"None of those," said Bloddeuwedd, squinting 
into the bright hills. "But I see a wanderer and I 
wonder who it is. Could it be ••. ?" 
"Who?" The boy came nearer. 
"Never you mind!" She snatched the biscuit. 
"Just mind you tell the heralds to unbolt the door 
when she arrives." 
She? wondered the boy. Does she mean "Sidhe?" 
He told the men at the gate. 
And they told the kitchen maids, and the 
ladies-in-waiting, as well as their companions out 
on the grounds. 
And the maids told the stewards, and the ladies 
told their mistresses, and eventually the news 
reached the Old r..aird, and Angus himself. 
And all wondered who the visitor could be. 
A faerie-spy? thought Angus. The next day had 
come and the mysterious woman had not arrived. 
Bloddeuwedd has the eyes of a hawk, he thought, to 
spot a traveller so far off. 
At last she appeared, mantled in a dark grey 
cloak that made no effort to conceal her great 
age. Bloddeuwedd greeted her at the gate, 
announcing to all nearby the arrival of "The 
Titled Witch of Merriath." According to bardic 
lore, the witch had not been seen in a century, 
but Bloddeuwedd acknowledged the reality of her as 
a matter of course. Following her example, the 
House of Canbury Tor relaxed and welcomed the old 
woman. 
Bloddeuwedd brought her before the Laird. "Why 
came you here?" he asked. . 
"I am a Seer," the woman answered, seating 
herself on the floor. "A Seer sees where there is 
need for Vision." The Old Laird nodded. 
"I am pleased that you favor my house." His 
pageboy stared shyly, doubting that anything in 
this world or the next, or Tir Nan Og, was as old 
as the crone. Wrinkles chased wrinkles in lines 
corrugated as ancient cliffs around her parched 
lips, It was not hard to believe the Titled Witch 
had been Seer to Kings of many centuries gone by. 
"I have come to know by my Vision that there is 
one in your House~ the warlord-- your son, to be 
exact, noble laird-- who has been wounded on the 
fortnight eve of his wedding." The old woman 
straightened and sat still. "Cut away from the 
battle between mortal and faerie-- deprived of 
honours accrued in valour." 
"Yes," the Laird replied. "But my son has won 
many cantrefs- truce is at his fingertips and his 
marriage will follow soon after." 
"Angus! Angus!" Bloddeuwedd cried, vigorously 
stroking his hand. 
"Not too harshly, milady," the apothecary 
cautioned. "Their battle is done; would you renew 
it?" 
"He is a fighting man!" 
"And even now he fights to open his eyes," the 
apothecary rejoined. 
"Look!" cried the woman. 
Locked in pain, shot with red, Angus' hazel 
eyes forced open as he struggled to speak past the 
clumsy stitches that held the still-bleeding flesh 
of his mouth together. All that came out was a 
deep gurgle from his throat. Angus clasped 
Bloddeuwedd's hand tightly. 
"You fought well, war chief. The Tylwyth 
cantref is ours. But I must leave," said the 
apothecary. "I have many other patients to tend. 
See the bottles?" He addressed Bloddeuwedd. "The 
salve is for his body, the cordial for his lips. 
The ointment must be massaged in once a day to 
help mend his bones together." 
"Angus," murmured Bloddeuwedd when they were 
alone. Again: "Angus." And a third time, "Angus," 
so softly it seemed a world of unspoken thought 
dwelt beneath her voice. The wounded war chief 
eyes crackled. 
Who knows what secret pow-er in the holy water 
of the font, or in the very soul of Bloddeuwedd, 
could cause love to grow where hatred and distrust 
rightfully claimed place. By force he had taken 
her, "won" her- and yet his force melted beneath 
the strength of the faerie's own hand by the bed 
at night. But, o yea, Bloddeuwedd loved the human 
lord. 
The apostate faerie-maiden threw in her lot 
with Canbury Tor; love became the consort of 
valour. 
And yet one thing is for a very truth-- the 
water of the human Christ has no power over the 
folk of the Sidhe. It was Bloddeuwedd's own magic 
that crafted the water of blood, Bloddeuwedd's own 
plan that the human lord might "win" her, 
Bloddeuwedd's secret yearning for peace. For peace 
she would forsake marriage within her own kind. 
For the sake of her plan. 
In time, she shared this plan with the warlord, 
and his fiery soul was fanned at first and then 
appeased. For Angus at last came to hope for an 
end to the fighting. 
And so in each battle Angus began to show mercy 
for the sake of Bloddeuwedd. 
Suddenly Angus recalled Bloddeuwedd's scarlet 
ring. He had given it to her in token of troth, 
the sole relic of a nearly forgotten skirmish 
years ago with Finvarra's Daoine Sidhe. A party of 
faerie knights and ladies on horseback for an 
outing .•• it had been too easy. The ring had 
fallen from a Daoine lady's finger, stained with 
that lady's violet blood. A small enough treasure 
indeed, for the rest of the fallen ones had no 
jewels. The bodies were left as a gift to eaters 
of carrion. When next a company rode past, they 
were gone. 
Bloddeuwedd had been surprised to receive the 
ring~ for she claimed its stone was a magickal 
resurrection-stone. Secretly Angus had doubts, for 
had it such power, would not the faerie lady now 
be living? 
But it was beautiful. No other stone had such 
an angry glare, nor such a lustrous setting. Even 
Angus knew it to be so. 
And now he saw the ring before his eyes, the 
furious resurrection-stone glaring at him, almost 
shouting him back to the land of the living 
Laird, "Treat her well, liege! She is well known 
to folk on both sides of the hills!" 
"Stewards, go and prepare c. f.east !" the Old 
Laird announced. "Minstrels come and play! All to 
your appointed duties-- show respect for our 
honoured guest!" 
So soon was the Laird's command obeyed that a 
great hubbub whirled around the Titled Witch, who 
remained where she was, impassive. She raised her 
knotted hand: "Hold," and the company stopped, 
hanging on to her next words. "I must see the 
wounded one before noon tomorrow. Is that 
understood?" 
"It shall be as you wish, grandmother," 
answered Bloddeuwedd. "You shall see Angus in the 
morning-- Angus is his name." 
"I know," muttered the old lady as she hobbled 
off, disregarding the honour feast about her. 
Bloddeuwedd did not see the resurrection-stone 
flare with scarlet and fade as the Titled Witch 
walked away. 
Early the next day Bloddeuwedd brought the Seer 
to Angus' chamber. He was already awake and 
sitting up. The leather thongs still bound his 
mouth, which was but half-healed. 
"Angus," said Bloddeuwedd. "This is the Titled 
Witch of Herriath, who has come especially for 
you, to be Seer. Accept what she tells you. Do you 
understand?" He nodded, resenting being talked 
down to like a sullen child. 
"Leave us," said the Seer. "Privacy is 
essential." And the faerie-maiden left. 
"Now, Angus," The old lady settled herself down 
on his bed. "I'm going to read your fortune. I 
daresay this will be the first time, eh? It might 
stand you well to know how matters are going ••. in 
the near future." Her eyes shone clear behind the 
mask of age. "I shall use two decks-- first the 
Bright Cards, then the Black Tarot." 
He scowled. 
"All is not light and happiness, man. Best 
learn every lamp casts a shadow. Now then, look at 
these cards. Look well-- you may never see the 
like again." She spread them out. 
Five suits marked each deck: the Bright Cards 
contained Wands, Flowers, Rays, Chalices, and 
Balms; and the Black Tarot Pikes, Graves, Swords, 
Skulls, and Poisons. There were likewise five 
court cards in each: King, Queen, Knight, and 
Haid, except the Bright Cards housed the Page and 
the Black Tarot the Slave. 
Of the Major Arcana, the Bright Cards had 
twelve, and the Black Tarot one extra, thirteen. 
Arcanum One of the Bright deck was the Magus. 
Arcanum Two was the Norn. Then in order were the 
Mother, the Father, the Prophet, Divine Love, 
Justice, Heaven, the Star, the Sun, the Moon, and 
Earthly Love. 
The Black Tarot was composed of the Warlock, 
the Hag, the Terrible Hother, the Ogre, the 
Advocate, Lust, Dominion, Hell, Night, the Devil, 
Insanity, and Entropy. The last of them, the 
extra, was Arcanum Thirteen, which was also Zero-- 
the Fool. Angus studied this one carefully, for it 
was perhaps the most bleak of all. 
--a skeleton with a grinning ass' head rolled a 
stone wheel over a chasm in the midst of red-black 
night, while overhead the sun and moon lay dying 
and in the distance an earthquake apptoached. Of 
all the cards this one touched him the most with 
dread. 
"First I shall show you what lies ahead in the 
light," intoned the Titled Witch. "I would say ... 
Knight of Swords is your signator." She shuffled 
the pack of Bright Cards and dealt them out in 
Celtic fashion with a card over the signator, a 
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"How long has it been, indeed," mused the 
crone. "I cannot myself think back upon a time of 
peace between man and Sidhe. And much time has 
passed since I was young. Oh, well. ••• " Her voice 
trailed away, as an elder's will do, and the gleam 
in her hooded eyes faded, She was ai lent. 
"We will have a feast in your honour," 
announced Bloddeuwedd. Then she whispered to the 
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read the Black Tarot." 
With the Knight of Swords remaining, the Seer 
swept away the Bright Cards and dealt the Black 
Tarot. 
"Dark-- no pearl without price-- poison 
thorns," she muttered, frowning more and more. "It 
is dark indeed-- treachery and deception wait for 
you at the hands of the Knight of Graves and Maid 
of Poisons-- Graves are the strongest suit, and 
they are al ways death." 
Angus rocked forward, face flushed and eyes 
angry. Were it not for the thongs he would have 
yelled aloud. . 
Perhaps the Witch saw his anger. Perhaps she 
enjoyed it. She tilted her chin and the cowl hid 
her face so that Angus could not tell whether she 
laughed or wept. 
"I have lived many lifetimes," she said 
finally. "But my purpose is to See. Look on!" 
Against his will he looked. "Dominion lies 
ahead in the future. You see yourself as the Two 
of Skulls-- a choice of strife. Others see you as 
the Three of Graves, which is merry enough as 
Graves go. But in truth you are the Fool." 
Angus lept up, ignoring the sudden lance of 
pain. The Titled Witch did not move. "Behold the 
last card!" she cried, pointing. 
It was the Queen of Graves-- a laughing, dark- 
haired woman of macabre beauty whose throne was a 
sepulchre in the midst of a graveyard. 
"The Queen of Graves,• fol lowed the Seer. "She 
card across, a card ahead, below, behind, 
above, with four to the side. 
"Hmm. Wands are the most common suit-- a 
victory, a triumph. Maid of Balms behind you-- 
good fortune passing, I wonder? Your betrothed 
might be that maid." 
Angus frowned, for he was proud of Bloddeuwedd 
and he loved her. 
"Queen of Flowers above and King of Wands 
below-- your sire, it would seem, is that King. 
who is the Queen? I know not, but be aware that 
Flowers are the favored suit among the Sidhe. The 
Queen is reversed-- I see that she shall not be 
what she appears at first sight. Advice I offer 
you, Angus Knight of Swords," she looked straight 
at him. "Beware of the seeming-fair. Be 
straightforward as an arrow in your discernment 
and be stern as a crushing stone." 
He nodded, eyes narrowing. 
"Who would know but what faerie-gifts might 
be... traps? Take care, is all I say." And she 
read the last four cards. "Ace of Wands, Earthly 
Love, Five of Wands, Divine Love," she listed. "I 
see victory in battle-- the torn land made whole-- 
love shall prove stronger than death at the face 
of betrayal." 
He could not smile. But he would have, in spite 
of himself. Pride again took him and he saw 
himself the triumphant chief. Perhaps she speaks 
truth, he thought. 
"But what barriers will there be? I must now 
Although not of full blood, Elivan possessed 
enough shapechanging talent to bepome a swift. 
Quickly he transformed and flew over the heads of 
Angus and his men. 
Almost there, he looked for entries with 
sharpened sight, when a volley of darts sprang out 
from behind the hill. The Oaoine Sidhe were 
attacking! 
The humans set arrows to bows and fired back, 
and a crisscrossing web of arrows made it 
imoossible for Elivan to advance. He hid in the 
branches of an oak and heard Angus order one of 
the men to go back for reinforcements. Nol I must 
warn Lady Bloddeuwadd, Elivan thought, and rashly 
flew into the air behind the man. A stray arrow 
from behind pierced him in the back and he fell. 
As the youth dropped to the ground dying, he 
reverted to his former shape and both sides became 
enraged, each mistaking him for one of their own. 
A foolhardy man charged forward at Knockma, 
deflecting arrows with his shield and disappearing 
around the hi 11. From the cry that followed, they 
knew a faerie had been slaughtered. From his own 
cry they knew he had bee~ wounded, and against his 
better judgment, Angus ordered the rest ahead. 
It was at this time the castle of Canbury Tor 
was alerted. 
"Nol" cried Bloddeuwedd to herself when she 
heard. "Eli van--" Then with a flash of Sight, she 
understood Elivan had been killed, his message 
ungiven. She ran to the stable, unnoticed in the 
clamour, and mounted her mare, riding to Knockma. 
The Titled Witch of Herriath stood at the gate 
alone, watching the tumult. 
"What a fuss they make," she muttered to 
herself. "Yet we know who the victor shall be in 
this house, do we not? Oh yes, is not Death the 
greatest war chief ever known?" 
Carnage reigned on the battlefield when the 
faerie-woman arrived, her mare snorting and 
breathing foam. At battle's edge the lady swung 
off and slapped her off to home. 
· Bloddeuwedd started for Knockma, making her 
tortuous way over the piles of bodies, cursing the 
length of her gown as broken bones and weapons 
caught the hem at every step. The stone on her 
finger glowed as if sucking up the spilled blood. 
She saw Angus attacking a Sidhe warrior-- both 
were on foot. Their armour clanged as they traded 
vicious blows. Bloddeuwedd recognized the silvery 
armour of the Sidhe, and saw the insignia on it, 
and with no further thought rushed ahead to them. 
She weaved like a will-o'-wisp in and around the 
fighting men, nearly slipping on the pools of 
blood in the grass. Even as she stumbled forward, 
she saw the Sidhe fall, clutching his arm, and 
Angus ready to deliver the death-blow. "No!" she 
cried, and Angus heard her. He stopped, his sword 
in the air. 
"Run, Naihar!" she cried to the Sidhe, and he 
ran. 
"What are you doing?" demanded Angus, grabbing 
her by the shoulders with bloodstained paws. 
"These are Daoine Sidhe! Even your own clan was at 
war with them!" 
"I was once pledged to him!" she spat out 
defiantly, then added, "No more! I am yours now! 
But I would not have you kill him!" 
"Oh, no?" Angus ·almost laughed in spite of it 
all. 
"No! He might help bring us peace!" . 
"The only peace we can have is over their dead 
bodies! The Daoine Sidhe will not listen to 
diplomacy!" cried Angus. "Begone before you get 
killed-- you're not even armoured!" Before she 
could say a word, he picked her up and walked to 
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is your death!" 
You will be dead, he thought. 
At his flaring eyes she added, "If you let her 
be-- if you submit to this path of events. Your 
futures are twain-- success, or death at her 
hands. You must conquer before she approaches-- or 
all is lost. But I say to you, Angus of Canbury 
Tor, the Queen of Graves is near you now!" 
Angus looked wildly about for a scrip of 
parchment. Pindina one, he wrote on it: "What must 
I do?" 
"Be on your guard," said the Seer. "Trust no 
one completely-- not your father, not your 
retainer, not even your bride. Look beneath the 
surface of things. Listen to omens. Obey your 
intuition! For know this: until Finvarra's host is 
defeated and the Oaoine Sidhe returned to Knockma 
forever, your life is in constant peril. Finvarra 
knows the blood of countless Sidhe stains your 
shield. The Oaoine Sidhe are your sworn enemies." 
Over the next two weeks Angus' mouth healed, 
and the thongs were taken out in May, when spring 
lulled the fighting .. 
The Old Laird and Angus were summoned before 
the King to plan the war campaign, with the 
intention to route Knockma, the last and greatest 
faerie cantref, and claim final victory. Angus 
was directed to devise a battle strategy from 
Canbury Tor that would take Finvarra by surprise. 
"Remember," cautioned one of the King's counci 1 
to Angus later. "Finvarra's spies are everywhere-- 
and they have powers of shapeshifting to 
deceive--" 
"I think I can see through any doppelganger as 
well as the next man," interrupted Angus, knowing 
what would come next. 
"All the same," added the aide, "it is well 
known your house hosts one of the Sidhe within--" 
"She has been baptized!" Angus shouted. "Her 
loyalty is with me!" 
"I do not doubt you •.•. " 
The next evening Angus was required to set out 
with his patrol to scout the enemy lines. He 
wondered why Bloddeuwedd was not at the gate to 
see him off. As he went back to the armory to 
retrieve a missing buckler, he saw Bloddeuwedd 
near the back entrance of the castle, talking in 
low tones with a thin, pallid youth. 
"Hey, boyl" he called out, and both of them 
turned to him. Angus studied his face, which was 
narrow and fine-featured with sharp, large eyes 
and a suggestion of pointed ears beneath a tangle 
of tarnished-silver hair. "I don't recognize you-- 
are you a servant of this household?" 
"Yes," said Bloddeuwedd, too quickly. "Go now, 
but return to me soon." She kissed him. Angus 
departed, wondering darkly at the half-Daoine cast 
to the youth's features. Neither said a word until 
he was out of sight. 
"Elivan," Bloddeuwedd whispered. "Time is 
short. Will you do as I have asked? Will you 
request a parlay from Finvarra?" 
"I will do anything in my power to help stop 
this fighting," the youth replied. 
"Good. Go quickly-- before Angus and his scouts 
reach the borders of Knockma !" 
Elivan left, gliding out the back door like a 
shadow. 
So swift, so silent was he, that only the 
staring owls saw him following Angus ann his 
company. The half-elf watched the men of Canbury 
Tor spread out, their bulky silhouettes 
monsterlike in the dusk. They were no more than 
half a mile from great Knockma, swollen as a 
giant's hairy shoulders amid its brother hills. 
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open to secret siege. Unknown to either, the Seer 
was talking to Angus very near them. 
"HushJ• said the old woman suddenly. "I hear 
voices-- your young ears are better than mine-- 
listen!" And Angus listened. 
"No, Naihar ,"whispered Bloddeuwedd. "For the 
sake of the love we once had--" 
"Still have." 
"Do not do this thing! See, suddenly this red 
stone glows! It prophesies! You know as well as I 
it shies from undeserved death-- it is a warning 
to us. Don't kill--" 
"That ring--" whispered the Sidhe man. 
"Now!" muttered the Witch to Angus. "Let this 
not go further!" 
"Please," begged Bloddeuwedd. "Go back to 
Finvarra and say you will not kill the Old Laird!" 
"J will-- but you must know-- he plans to 
attack tonight in secret!" 
"Go!" cried Bloddeuwedd. He left, and she sat. 
The Witch drifted away from the door and left 
Angus to his own quiet fury. 
Angus approached the maiden as if he had not 
overheard what had just happened. "You are fair 
ton19ht," he said, stooping and lifting her hair to kiss her nape. "Your eyes are most beautiful-- 
can it be they are worried? Why should anyone so 
tranquil have anything to worry about?" 
"It is as you say." She turned to him and 
awkwardly laid her arms on his shoulders and he 
could see her relief was false. "Naihar was called 
away briefly ..• but he shall be back soon." 
"With company, I wonder?" Angus lifted her arms 
up and brought them back to her sides, clasping 
her by the shoulders. 
"What do you--" Her eyes widened. 
"What is it?" he asked. 
"It is nothing!" 
"It is armour you hear, is it not? It is the 
sound of men-at-arms-- the sound of assassins-- 
the sound of treachery!" He dragged her to the 
window. "Yes, I see them!" 
"Angus, I--" 
"Deceit! Treachery!" 
"But not mine! I did not--" 
"You are Sidhe, then!" he cried, livid. "Only 
Sidhel Whole rivers of blessed water could not 
wash away the stink of the Sidhe from your blood!" 
It was all clear to him: she invited the 
soldiers to come, she had betrayed him! No longer 
did he see his future bride, but only a 
treacherous Sidhe who had beguiled him with oath 
of love. He could not think. He could only act. 
Rage coursed through him like a living thing, red 
and vile, demanding expulsion. "The penalty for 
treason is death!" He raised his hands high and 
hit her hard, cracking slender bones beneath his 
strength. He looked out the window and called out, 
•Ho, warriors! To arms! And I will soon join you!" 
"Angus .••. " Bloddeuwedd lay very still, 
coughing violet blood. She raised her hand 
slightly. "Take this~ the ring~ perhaps you will 
need it ••.• " 
As he looked into her face, twisted with pain 
but forgiving, a growing sense of horror overtook 
him. In remorse he heard her last word: "Peace." 
She was dead. Angus stood up. His heart 
pounded. 
She was dead! He left the ring where it was and 
lurched again to the window. She was dead, 
Bloddeuwedd. But the danger was not. If she was 
not the betrayer, than who ••• ? "Who was the 
traitor, after all?" 
A knife at his neck answered him. As he fell, 
he saw the Seer, and with the Sight of the dying, 
he saw beneath her wrinkles. 
the edge of the field, shielding her from 
bludgeons and arrows as she struggled to get free. 
He brought Bloddeuwedd to a clump of furze, and 
demanded she hide in the bushes until her way was 
clear. 
When he returned to the fray, she hunted about 
the area, staying low on the ground and coming the 
long way around to Knockma. There the people of 
the hill recognised her, made much of her, a few 
eccentrics celebrating briefly in a curious faerie 
fashion that neither lasted long nor made much 
sense. 
Hore than one commented that commerce with 
humans had not seemed to have stricken her with 
rot, which was a common myth among Sidhe. 
Naihar waited for her there .•• Bloddeuwedd saw 
he had already had his arm bandaged. He glared at 
her, mutely radiating distrust for the humanloving 
damozel who spurned him. 
"I'm sorry," whispered Bloddeuwedd. "I know of 
no other way." 
He answered not-- even when Bloddeuwedd 
approached him and laid her soft fingertips on the 
wounded arm. Long ago, of neceasity, she had 
learned magick to dispel pain; she chanted softly, 
looking briefly away from the face of her former 
lover as her great dark eyes moistened. 
As his pain ebbed, Naihar spoke. "Why have you 
come?" 
"Take me before Finvarra," she said. "And 1 
will explain." 
Once before the High King of Knockma, 
Bloddeuwedd appealed to Finvarra for peace and 
asked Naihar to come as an emissary to Canbury 
Tor. As she finished her plea, the Tuatha maiden 
added, "What shall it avail this world if her 
children are dead?" 
Naihar looked to his liege. Patriarchal, 
ageless, Finvarra sat on his onyx throne in 
thought. At last he said, "So be it." Naihar 
nodded, and Bloddeuwedd was spirited out of 
Knockma. 
"I see our chance," remarked Pinvarra to his 
war chief, when she was gone. "We must deliberate 
our plans." 
Bloddeuwedd held council before the Old Laird 
and all the retinue of Canbury Tor, with Angus 
seated beside the Laird and the Titled Witch of 
Herriath near him. "I have announced to Finvarra 
our need for peace," she stated flatly, overriding 
the sudden dissention. "Naihar-a-Tamnua of the 
Daoine Sidhe will come before us in three days, as 
an emissary of Knockma." 
"And why should we do this?" demanded the 
Laird, silencing his halls with a gesture. "It has 
been proven before that the Daoine Sidhe will not 
have peace without blood. And Finvarra rules the 
largest of all faerie cantrefs. Why bear our 
throats to the tusks of the wild boar?" 
"The honorable Seer has informed me, and this 
is my opinion also, that mutual annihilation is 
the only outcome of our war, and neither side 
shall win. Therefore peace declares itself the 
only alternative." 
"Very well." The Lai rd looked at her closely. 
"We shall meet their messenger and discuss peace." 
"But we shall be on guard for treachery at all 
times," added Angus as the hall began to empty. 
Bloddeuwedd sighed, and he reached out for her. 
For once, she turned away and he let her be. 
On the night of the third day, Naihar arrived, 
and the court men prepared to meet him. 
Distressed, he admitted to Bloddeuwedd alone in 
her private chamber that Finvarra had ordered him 
to assassinate the Old Laird to lay Canbury Tor 
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THE GOLDEN ONE 
Paul Edwin Zimmer 
Oh IJhite Virgin! 
Draw not away 
But let 11e fay 
Hy Horned head upon your knee. 
A Golden Unicorn am I, 
Fleet as the ..,ind, Strono as the sea, 
1 roam throuoh hills that touch the sky; 
I rule the forest, wild and free. 
My horn is oold-- 
Yel dagger-sharp. 
My hooves are gold-- 
Yel hammer-strong. 
My mane is oold-- 
Yet silken-soft. 
My eyes are oold-- 
Yet eagle-keen. 
Golden am I! 
•so, Angus,• said the faerie-lady, radiant as 
the day of the outing, when she fell with her 
comrades at his sword. "You thought you had killed 
me-- but not so .•• efter ell, whet is e 
resurrection-stone for?• Divest of age, the Sidhe 
stooped to remove the ring. •Now I claim what is 
mine, and leave your castle to its enemies. 
"But fear not, Angus of Cenbury Tor, Angus of 
the Swords, mighty Fool-- I shall not leave your 
body unguarded. Oh, no ••• I shall dig every foot 
of earth myself." 
She laughed and sat on the ledge. 
Angus knew where he had seen her fece before-- 
on the last card, the Queen of Graves. 
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Most of you are probably blii;sfully 
unaware, but in our last issue I messed up 
-- I included a letler from Bertie MacAvoy 
addressed to me at Mythic Circle's address, 
but it was not intended for publication. 
This letter included some personal comments 
and references as well as some comments on 
Mythic Circle #1. I tried to reach the 
author by telephone, just to make sure, but 
I never got through and our deadline was 
upon us so I went ahead and ran the letter. 
Only the first 50 copies of TMC #2 include 
the Jetter in question, a subsequent 
revised edition was produced and it has 
been deleted. It is not Bertie's policy to 
criticize authors in print and I offer my 
apologies to Bertie and all readers of the 
original edition who might have 
111iaunderstood her letter. 
See her dances 
Fingers, head and hips, turn 
With and against the rhvthm. 
Beat and counter beat, 
Reduced to the dance; 
Concentrated in a handclap. 
Dancing, alone in this silence, 
All her skirts move with her; 
Hair follows head follows hand. 
Dancing over the· face of the waters, 
Dancing over lhe edges of the sky; 
Separating the light from the dark. 
See her dance. 
PHUSIS 
Pat Revnolds 
lteyb• •• cen teept Stefan Bilandic 
into providing the eiarv of Rapunzel Godiva 
fttho later greH up to eake very expensive 
chocolates for the Caepbell's Soup 
coepany!). As for Eepress Blue and her 
eysterious lack of Height-gain, I'• quite 
convinced »e'r e dealing with the Charles 
llilliaes concept and I a• gaining weight on 
behalf of the Eepress and tHo or three 
others to boot. 
Pal Reynolds 
Milton Keynes, England 
May your pens never blot or your word- 
processors go down! 
work 
prince become a mean and petty husband, 
with no feelings for the citizens of 
Coventry, or, following her petitions for 
the people, did her husband lock her up in 
a tower, from whence the prince rescued 
her, arranged the divorce, and so on. And 
what did the Royal Morality Bureau have to 
aay about it all? In short, 1 was tickled 
by this little piece. 
"The Woodsman" was very well written. 
I love the blending of lhe folkish ("a 
basket of herbs lay spilt beside her, 
rosemary and rue strewn over the bank~ and 
the equally perceptive psychological 
lnaight ("she would say to me with her eyes 
turned half away"), Trevor, my husband, 
knew what it ~as about from the first 
paragraph; I only recognized it when the 
hood appeared, and was shocked. On re- 
reading it, I enjoyed the careful work tha l 
had gone in to it. The GrimCm) gaudiness 
of red and yellow which characterised the 
child and her cottage was only one example 
of the confidence Pendred has in his 
understanding of the story. 
I was not too certain that Mythopoeic 
Youth was a good idea. Until I read Nave 
and Anna's work, that is. The use of 
colour in "Empress Blue Meets Pharaoh" was 
quite amazing! This description verges on 
becoming purposeless, but recovers itself 
and I think it works as a myth. I was only 
disconcerted at one point: if the Empress 
lies on a bed all day and eats honey, how 
come she doesn't get fat? <That's a 
personal grouse!). 
Anna's work is not as mature and she 
obviously follows her masters. That is how 
we learn and ·she is already using her own 
ideas very effectively. You should not 
tell us something is so: "the wood is 
apooky;" tell us why people think it's 
apooky and everyone will feel that it's a 
frightening place to be, rather than just 
knowing it is scary, There is a very aural 
quality to them. Do you tell the stories 
first, Anna, before you write them? 
And "Thomas The Rhymer" was pure 
magic! 
Thank you all. aoain, for your hard 
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any case, this is just nil-picking; tidy 
those few petty points up and you will 
justify its potential. 
I would have preferred "The Princess 
and the Teflon Slapper" to have stuck to 
its main subject and not to excurscd into 
the lale(s) of Rapunzel Godiva. 1 kept 
wondering about her rather than 
concentrating on Ella Cinder. Perhaps 
Stefan could give me at least her 
Encyclopedia Slupida entry. Whal I want lo 
know is, when Rapunzel was rescued, did her 
Dear Lynn, Christine, David, Angelee, 
Douglas, CM&.) Lavinger, Charles, Joe, Mr. 
Schabel, Stefan, Pendred, Neve, Anna, 
Charles, and Jomil; 
Thank you all for Mythic Circle Issue 
One. I especially thank Lynn and Christine 
for creating such an interesting mix of 
writers. I cannot say that I enjoyed all 
read, but that only is to say you have 
provided a forum for a great ranoe of 
writers and that included, necessarily, 
some whose style I do not (?yet) enjoy. 
The humour in "Mourning Light" was 
great. It was a little stilted, and it is 
not immediately clear that Aurora goes 
blind when she looks at the sun; this 
realisation came later, when the power of 
the moment has been lost. 
"Mohawk" tends to be a little obscure 
in· places; it 1s not clear that the sprang, 
the wife, and the girl are all the same 
person. But it is difficult to see how it 
could have been clearer, and the sense of 
magic and mystery preserved. The same does 
not apply lo some of the conversations; the 
speakers in the conversation about thanking 
the spirit had me lost (which was which?>. 
"The Troll Boy" was excellent. I 
liked the use of the story-within-story, 
the outer shell being used to create the 
right setting and audience for the tale. 
Il was, however, over-detailed and tended 
to draw the attention away from the main 
story. Making the travelers more 
anonymous, their journey less specific, 
would have made it less distracting. 
"Talking Sword" was a wonderful idea, 
but unsatisfactory in diction in a couple 
of places. In the first paragraph, do you 
mean garnered rather than garnished? 
Sample is used for what most British 
archaeologists would call an artifact or 
object. It is possible to have 
archaeological samples, but one sample 
would contain many objects. The meanings 
may not be the same in the States. Do you 
mean to imply that Rad was more antiquary 
than archaeologist? I also wondered how 
this <Celtic? - pre-Roman?) sword had come 
to hear "Beowulf." The final paragraphs 
were a bit "easy" -- 'here we go again' -- 
and not as well writ ten as the rest. In 
Regardi"9 Mvthic Circle 11 
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As I didn't gel around to writing 
after the Winter issue, here are some 
comments on both it and the Spring issue. 
First of all, the artwork in both 
issues was impressive, and I hope that more 
' people will be encouraged to contribute. 
It is nice to see a variety of stvles. 
Especially good was the drawing for the 
woodsman in the Winter issue; it reminded 
111e a lot of the old T. Kirk drawings 'way 
back when. I am quite impressed with Lynn 
Maudlin'& art work. There is so much of it 
(relatively), vet each piece has its own 
it. 
I want to congratulate the editors for 
an enjoyable first two issues of The Mythic 
Circle. Having produced a few-page 
newsletter for a small church for a year 
and a half, and knowing the amount of work 
even that takes, I can well imagine the 
nightmare of proofreading, sorting, typing, 
paste-up, and printing that goes into a 
forty-plus page magazine. I hope you can 
appreciate the pleasure we get from reading 
Anne Osborn 
Riverside, CA 
Here I am in San Francisco for a 
library conference, but I have to tell you 
how pleasing the second issue of Mythic 
Circle is. Obviously you two are really 
putting hours and much discrimination into 
it and it's a quality product to be proud 
of. 
Regarding Mythic Circle #2 
lle'll continue l'lith Hythopoeic Youth as 
long ai; "'" receive contributions which fall 
into the category <nothing this issue). 
Gwenyth E. Hood 
Mansfield, Pennsylvania 
Haylar get out of hi• Sleeping Spell, and 
how did he kill Morning Star's father? 
What was so upsetting about this Sleeping 
Spell that it made MayJar feel he still had 
nqt had enough revenge even after killing 
Wolf? How did Mavlar manage to cause 
trouble in Jesse's Choice after being 
killed in The Witch And The Lily? Why did 
Haylar kidnap Elf-women rather than Elf- 
men? Could the women do some work that the 
11en couldn't, or was he more afraid of the 
•en? What was it about Lara that made her 
both gentle and strong? That in itself 
could be a story! Why was she unable to 
steal Maylar's key herself? 
So end my comments. Thank you for 
your time. 
I would like to comment on Iaaue No. 
(having juat received Issue No. 2, I 
haven't had time to absorb it yet). I was 
impressed by all the illustrations, and 
thought that the troll and boy on page 10 
was especially adorable. 
Generally I was impressed with the 
quality of the stories. The problem of the 
youth selections interests me especially. 
Although anything you decide to do will be 
problematic, I tentatively echo the 
editorial suggestion that Youth submissions 
ahould be accepted on their own terms and 
that readers should respond to them in the 
same constructive manner which they accord 
to works by older writers, making 
allowances, of course, for youth. 
Attempting to back up my own suggestion, 
offer these responses to the vouth stories 
in Issue No. 1: 
Neve Mat taliano, in The Empress Blue 
Meets Pharaoh, obviously has the knack for 
writing vivid details and making the scenes 
real to the reader. The story is well told 
and affecting. I enjoyed it. Because you, 
Neve, are so talented (by the way, I am 
interested to know whether you are male or 
female) it would be helpful for you to 
learn the correct forms of the verb "lie" 
(something a handful of my college freshman 
have great trouble doing). The forms which 
go with the third person plural are: "thev 
lie" (present), "they lay" (past>, and 
"they have lain" (past perfect). However, 
you should not say "they would lav" but 
"they would lie," because although the 
action is in the past, "would" is an 
au>eiliary verb which takes an infinitive. 
Consult a grammar book or ask an English 
teacher about this. 
I am also curious as to why, in your 
view, Pharaoh tired of the relationship 
before Blue did. Was it because he was 
fiery or because he was male? 
I also enjoyed Miss Anne Maxie's 
stories. They were full of action and 
imagination. Although in many places thev 
lacked detail, they also had some good 
touches, such as the description of the 
Black Forest on page 29, which showed 
potential. I would like to see Anne write 
longer paragraphs, and stick to each 
episode a little longer. Obviously Lily is 
a place where lots of things happen, so she 
doesn't have to put them all into one 
atory. In fact, all the fights sound so 
interesting, Anne, that vou could devote a 
atory to each one of them. The strategies 
the characters adopt for overcoming their 
enemies in each, and their doubts and hopes 
aa the battles rage must be interesting. 
Try to write it so that the reader feels he 
is there. 
I hope you will continue with you 
•eries. I have so many questions! For 
e><ample: why is Morning Star able to defeat 
Maylar when her father was not? How did 
Thanks, Stanley -· now I can't read it with 
• straight face, either; an e><cellent 
•>eaeple of spousal support! But seriously, 
your coeeents on reading eleeents into a 
•tory ere very appropriate, especially for 
a venture like TNC. I eight suggest: 
Gentle Readers, when you co•e upon co1111ents 
that are so dill er eni. fro• your own 
responses that it seees like you read 
entirely different stories, it's a good 
tiee to re-read the story and see if you 
can catch sight of the other response 
quite like Stanley's •>eperience with 
Stanley E. Anderson 
Huntington Beach, California 
one of the pleasures of the column; also, 
the editors are to be commended on their 
enviable gentle way of responding· to 
letters even when disagreeing. 
Seduction must set a record for 
effectively curdling the blood in the 
fewest number of worda. The Popcorn 
E>eperiment was a fun diversion. The two 
stories by S. Dorman had a refreshing 
foreign atmosphere to them; they remind me 
of the folk tales in Richard Adams' The 
Unbroken Web. Holy Tiger had perhaps the 
best resolution of any story in The Mythic 
Circle So far. 
--- In Wofus I thought for certain that 
the man would follow the turtle and then 
the dragon could have his cake and eat it, 
too. So I was no1 e>epecting the very sweet 
but typical ending. 
On the other hand, it was unfortunate 
that I had to read Marital Problem in a 
fan.tasy-oriented magazine, since I knew 
that the mundane setting would eventually 
have to give way to some fantastic element. 
I therefore guessed the identities of the 
main characters Jong before the author's 
revelationi nevertheless, the story was 
well written. Also, once again, I have to 
praise Lynn's illustration for capturing 
the atmosphere exact lv, 
Finally, I don't think I have enough 
detachment to comment on my wife's work; 
but maybe 1 can share one humorous 
observation about The Hearth. In the scene 
describing the childhood discovery of his 
mother's death, Angelee writes of the evil 
Kua-ma then: 
child Kua-mathen wandered outside to see 
what the commotion might be. Beholding his 
mother dead. he stood staring at her in a 
curious stillness. He spoke one word which 
was his firsh "Mother." Then he relieved 
himself over he body and walked away. An 
evil omen, the people murmured ••• 
"An evil omen," with its unintentional 
(she claims) understatement, strikes me as 
a line that could have come straight out of 
a Monty Python movie. Anoelee says that, 
thanks to my remarks, she cannot now read 
this chilling scene with a straight face. 
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special character. But most intriguing is 
the Winter iaaue•s cover. The main focus 
is the group of persons and creatures 
sitting around a fire. captivated by a 
story being told. perhaps. But at the left 
is a pretty Alice-girl. gazing down outside 
the circle at a worm or caterpillar inching 
along. There•s a tale here -- is the worm 
an enchanted prince? Is the girl in 
possession of some secret unknown to the 
others? What is she thinking about? This 
is worse than the teasing opening page to 
Bored Of The Rings! 
I, like my wife, Angelee, whose letter 
appeared in the Spring issue, feel a 
distaste for the condescending author- 
nudges-reader-while-winking stance adopted 
by some of the authors in the Winter issue. 
This stance, while fun occasionally, may be 
especially bothersome to me because our 
popular culture is now so drenched in il. 
Nearly every fantasy or science fiction 
movie is praised for being "a revealing 
spoof of ••• " or "a tongue-in-cheek look 
at ••• ," or for avoiding the sin of taking 
itself too seriously. It is as if people 
are afraid lo really enjoy something for 
its own sake. 
Disliking an e>elreme makes one tend to 
embrace the opposite ext r eme, and the 
stance described above causes me to do the 
same at times. For example, on my first 
reading I thought Mourning Light reeked 
with condescension. I later realized that 
I had been searching for the things I 
disliked in it and ignoring its virtues, 
and I was consequently better able to enjoy 
it the second time through. The serious 
side of the &tory shines through the cracks 
in the wall of its over-cleverness (yet 
there were some genuinely humourous 
passages that I missed the first time, 
too). 
Concerning the question of younger 
authors and their stories, I am of two 
minds. A part of me delights in reading 
the innocent constructions of ine>eperienced 
writers. For instance, what professional 
writer could get away with this line, from 
Empress Blue Meets Pharaoh: "The Empress 
felt a surge of an empty feeling she never 
felt before"? And yet the line has charm. 
On the other hand, my enjoyment of the 
line's cuteness may not be as helpful to 
the writer (and what wonderful potential 
the writer has!> in the long run as 
constructive criticism. By the way, I 
loved the rich imagery in the story and, 
once again, L.M.'s illustration fits 
perfectly. One last remark on young 
authors: if critical comments are to be 
made, it would help to know the author's 
age, as one would comment differently on 
the story of an eight-year-old than on that 
of a high school· student. Does anyone not 
read the letters section of any magazine- 
first? Please continue a nice lengthy 
letters column. The variety of opinions is 
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I've spent some happy hours perusing 
MYTHIC CIRCLE (#2) now, and want to give 
you responses to a few of the pieces there: 
I have - spied out a number of almost-pros 
(and better than pros!> <and hi Lee 
Beasley, one of my e><-students!). Rendino 
amall mags like this keep me on my toes. 
Look out, Jane, they are definitely gaining 
on you! 
TAPESTRY -- a subject close to my heart. 
Pve uaed the weaver as metaphor a number 
of timea. Ia Kelly a weaver? She 
certainly weaves the terms and the feelings 
in with orace. However, I wish there were 
a little more to this, some interaction 
between the weaver and her captors. it 
needs something else lo bring it fullv to 
life. I like so much of this and yet ... and 
yet I think &h• leaped over the middle of 
the story to gel lo the poignant end. 
QREAMSEEKER -- does, in a sense, what 
Tapestry didn't quite do, make a full and 
complete story out of very little real 
action. Interesting stories to parallel. 
However, libb's language is not as 
faultless as Kelly's " ... spent thti day in a 
flurry of activity" and other such phrases 
are overworked. He needs to go back and 
sharpen, sharpen. This is the kind of 
story I would have accepted (after 
revisions) for my anthology for young 
people, SPACESHIPS & SPELLS. 
BATTLE OF THE TREES probably makes a bet ler 
aong than poem. As a song it would make me 
more forgiving of some wrenched lines to 
fulfill rhymes. I like the subject matter 
a great deal, though. However, contrary lo 
public opinion, rhymed poetry is much 
harder to do well than unrhymed. 
SEDUCTION reminds me of the short poetic 
Dun&any gnomic tales. Thouoh a modern 
version. Verv well done. 
POPCORN EXPERIMENT was one of the pieces 
Lee worked on in my Centrum class. A new 
ending, Lee. This is a lot of fun and much 
tiohter than I remembered. 
VIJAYA AND THE SEVEN HUNDRED FIND LANKA 
This is a wonderfully told tale, and I 
wondered if it is based rather strictly on 
an old folk traditional story or iii 
entirely made up? I was bothered by the 
contractions after the elegant fairy tale 
cadences ("let's walk"). 
IJOFUS -- I found myself fairly distracted 
~I got to "Blood and bones, earth and 
stones" which I love. I think it is 
because as much as I like dragon stories, 
there were certain locutions that bothered 
me ("Beyond the tingling ... " etc.) 
GED -- almost worked, but lost me at the 
Zc;,;;pression time. I think I wanted to like 
this more than I actually did. The initial 
gimmick is wonderful. 
ENCOUNTER -- the last two lines sing, the 
rest should be compressed into two stanzas. 
There is a strong encounter here, but its 
power is vitiated by too many adjectives, 
Nice, in-depth response to Drea11seeker 
there! I'• sure Ervin will appreciate it 
(es do «e), Susan also «r aie a lovely 
letter of thanks to Tia Callahan, the 
artist who illustrated her story, Viyaja 
And The Seven Hundred Find Lanka. 
p.s. -- IJofus is irresistible. Spring's 
collectio~full of good things. Thanks 
for your editorial labors. 
Susan Dorman 
Locke Mills, Maine 
Dreamseeker (Spring 1987) is a story 
terrible and strong. 
This holistic tale evokes the 
interconnectedness of all lfr e, and Cha e's 
part it in. His practice of thankfulness 
is a unifying thread throughout the whole. 
Because of his courtesy toward the animals 
whc share being with him, we become aware 
of their communion with us in being. Thus 
it's not jarring when the dream heron comes 
and speaks with Chae. 
This exchance reveals that the boy-man 
will not give up his quest for anything. 
He wants to dream greatly in order to have 
the authority of a shaman to protect this 
fragile being of creation (yet it, too, is 
touoh>. 
As Chae persists, the apparent failure 
of the quest due to the snakebite enthralls 
us. We spend the story in the grip of this 
assumption. Chae too wavers in faith, yet 
he never gives up his thankfulness, 
courtesy, and humility. On a conscious 
level, both we and he remain unaware that 
the quest is actually unfolding as it 
ahould. 
So we are surprised when Chae 
gratefully acknowledges the snake's 
Integral contribution lo his quest. Yet we 
are aware of how fitting is this 
thanksgiving. 
Chae has shown us how to endure 
"failure." Thank you, brother Chae 
itournino light. As for the artwork, ;1e 
love having eany different styles and 
artists represented -- unfortunately, 
within the constraints of deadlines and 
di.Lance, we're not able to sbo« as «uct» 
diversity as we'd like. If you dr e«, 00 
••nd us ao•e illustrations (}l(ero"•s are 
fine) to show us your strl• and we'// irv 
to request illos for specific stories 
whenever we can Nork it out. In the 
•••ntiee, Stanley is •Y agent and he's 
arranging an e"clusive showing of the 
little known L.H. pen 4 ink sketches, circa 
1987, fro• the collection of the artist. 
At the Guggenhei• in NYC. Any day noH ••• 
J<. I/ J<.}<./'J'.. I 
But she shed not a single tear. 
(The latter may be 
XX/ IJ'-/J<. / 
But she shed not a single tear>. 
Ia Reedman deliberately trying to make the 
accents in the fourth quatrain uncertain? 
The problem is that there is nothing 
ambiguous in the stanza which calls for 
this as a technique. I can only assume it 
is an aesthetic mistake. 
By the way, I assume the last line is 
supposed to be an understatement. But I 
think litotes are not usually successful in 
lyric verse. I was struck a couple of 
years ago by how Emily Dickinson tends to 
move into <a> metaphor, (b) whimsy, or (c) 
religious language in the last quatrain of 
her poems. I don't always do this myself, 
but I think a heightening (not a 
flattening) of tone is wise. In other 
words, I should do it. 
All this sounds as if I don't like 
Reedman's poem; I dol But it's the little 
things in technique which will 5upport her 
theme that I'm raising questions about. 
I don't have much to say about 
Humpl;lries' Encounter. H's in free verse, 
so my usual comments on meter don't apply. 
I don't understand the passage 
The moon's tower lord 
Whose windows are dark, 
Walls agleam with Death's power, 
A laugnter that chills the soul. 
Presumably, from the grammatical structure 
which Precedes this passage, "the moon's 
colloquial for the life-and-death battle; 
"spurted" would be better, although it 
uaually take• on. Why not "stained"? 
Another of Reedman's poems -- She 
Danced With The Elves -- is one that all of 
us in mythopoeia can identify with. Again, 
one of the problems is meter. It works 
well as a four-beat line during the first 
three quatrains. But both the firsl and 
the lasl lines of the fourth quatrain seem 
flawed to me: 
/1- / /'/( /,.. / 
Father frowned, mother cried for years 
And: _/. )'- I ,._ 1 ,,. ,., / 
For tier life In Faery was good. 
Five stresses and three stresses 
respectively. I suppose the former could 
be read quickly with four stresses: 
//,.I ,._'/../.,.<I 
Father frowned, mother cried for years. 
Sul I do not believe "For" can be stressed 
in lhe la&t line without making the whole 
thing aound funny. Maybe Reedman meant for 
"her" to be stressed: 
'j. / / )( / x ;< / 
For her life in Faery was good. 
But lhe pronouns have not stressed in the 
previous quatrains. However, maybe so, for 
the fourth quatrain seems to stress them: 
'J(. / , ~ /,X .,, / x 
/ When she vanished into [or "into") the 
wood, 
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Just a brief comment about three of 
the poems in MC/2 (that's not quite the 
same thing as mcC?>. My students are 
writing a final as I write this -- which is 
why you have to decipher my handwriting. 
About Reedman's The Battle Of The 
Trees - a couple of editorial typos "diead" 
<L.7> and "jeaves" (L.10). With Reedman's 
pure rhymes, I'm surprised at the 
irregularity of the meter; I suppose it's a 
five-stress line without a regular pattern 
to it, but if I weren't working to find 
that, I'd read the fourth line as a four- 
stress line: 
1- )' /;t. /J(,t/J( 
1 For the for/est's fad/ed autum/nal 
charm 
and the thirteenth line would have a batch 
of stresses -- 
/ ~ / ..... / ,..:. / x 
1 Holly King stepped forth from gnarly 
tree trGnk. 
<I don't care for the spondee ending 
of the line in a serious poem.) 
The content of Reedman's poem is 
interesting. I think it needs fuller 
development to be meaningful lo a general 
audience; but just as a mythic episode, 
suggestive but not put into a context, it 
is attractive. (Perhaps I just don't know 
the context; it reminds me, a bit, of 
Robert Graves' discussion of the bat tie of 
the trees in The While Goddess - not just 
because of the title>. One comment on 
dic t ioru "squirted" (L.24> is too 
llo•I - th•nks for the terrific LOC: it's 
•l••YS •onderful to see established •riters 
t•ke the ti•e to encourage and critique 
'the great unpublished' (not to be •istaken 
for 'the great un"'ashed' J -- soaeho"'• we' re 
•llt•Ys a little inclined to discount the 
opinions of f••ilY and friends, but a pro 
cerrie« •ore •eight ("Jane Yolen •ust have 
liked it; she said sf141 did and what reason 
would she have to lie?"}. If I recall 
correctly, Vijaya is based on the founding 
aythos of Sri Lanka (Susan? Do I put 
erroneous words in your •outh?} 
Jane Yolen 
Hatfield, Massachusetts 
too much mushiness. 
SHE DANCED WITH THE ELVES -- There are some 
rhythmic problems here and there, and the 
last verse needs to be worked totally 
("Good" is such a weak word for the 
ending). But it has some wonderful moments 
in the first three verses, and the ability 
to keep a consistent ABAB is amazing. 
That's all I have time for. My 
apologies to the rest. I may get to 
reading more, but for now that's going to 
be it. 
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In llofus, the dragon's •e•ory is 
•1ssin9 be~e there was .J dangerous ooscer 
sur aet as I or 9ods of drl For eni religions 
aeetino in fiction. I really think that's 
up to the 9ods, don't you:> <rather like the 
old chestnut, "Hhere does a bear sleep? 
AnyHhere he 1o1ants ... ") I aean, if they 
find each other et tr ec liv e and they like to 
hang out and have a b e er , •hat's it to us7! 
Ronald C. Morgan II 
Norwalk, California 
I received #2 and fell that I must 
write to tell you my thoughts on it. 
The Popcorn Experiment is reminiscent 
of Roald Dahl's classic novels Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory (one of the greatest 
of children's classics,) and James and the 
Giant Peach. This kind of writing is 
dangerous. because you end up with either a 
classic or silly stuff, but Lee Beasley 
does better than most I've seen, and 
perhaps Mr. Dahl &hould look out. 
VUaya and the Seven Hundred Find 
Lanka reads like an ancient myth, the 
aource of sword and sorcery. I haven't 
read one of these that was new in I don'l 
know how long, most are over a hundred 
years old. 
In Wofus I wonder why th~ dragon 
doesn't lead the man to Enjolup, which 
•••ms to be the sort of place the man is 
••arching for. I also wonder why the 
dragon's memory is missing. That's my only 
complaint about the story. that we didn't 
learn why. 
In To GED or not to GED, I wonder why 
Odin was choeen to help Apollo. and not 
Zeus. I'd like to know what other readers 
think about this: should gods of different 
religions meet in fiction? 
The King of the Fomor's Grandson is a 
rather revealing title. It's an 
interesting retelling of the story of Lug, 
who killed his grandfather. Balor-of-the- 
Baleful-Eye, and became king of the Tuatha 
de Danaan. How 'bout a Conanesque tale, 
Janet? 
The Hearth is interesting, but why do 
we have chapter four? What happened to 
chapters one through three? 
Finally, Cats Don't Lie, They Just 
Riddle is a nice story (although the name 
doesn•t seem to fit it> reminding me of 
early Heinlein stuff like Have Spacesuit - 
Will Travel. Some of the sentences are 
rather crude, but then everyone starts out 
that way. Good luck. James, but remember 
there•s an awful lol of competition out 
there, and more coming all the time. 
Issue two was. I think, better than 
iasue one. and I e><pect issue three to ·be 
better. It'll be interesting to watch 
these writers develop. 
Deborah L. Hunt 
Filrmington Hills. Michigan 
I was very pleased to see my short 
etory "Wofus" published in the Spring issue 
of. Mythic Circle. The illustrations lhal 
were done with the story were wonderful. 
Chere follows a request for additional 
copies and the exchange of filthy lucreJ. 
Thank you for all your consideration and time. 
Mary-Lane Kamberg 
Ola lhe, Kansas 
Thank you for the Spring issue of The 
Mythic Circle. 
The illustration for "Seduction" is 
lovely. I enjoyed the rest of the issue, 
loo. 
You •ake •e feel like the guy in the art 
g•llery •ho s•ys. HI ••Y not kno» •uch 
•bout ert but I kno« •hat I like" •ith this 
letter! You've us•d • couple of «or d« l 'v « 
never seen before (either that, or your 
h•ndwriting really is bad ... }. As for 
editorial typos, r.-sorry but we prefer to 
look at it as 'creative typing• •.• 
lktu•lly. I've taken to running all these 
things through the spellchecker on the 
co•puter; the fun part is telling it to 
ignore ell the weird na•es and foreign 
spellings (we try to keep the British 
spellings when that's Hhat the author used 
despite the insistent A•erican spellchecker 
b•eping and flashing aHay ... J. 
Joe R. Christopher 
Stephenville. T e><as 
tower lord" is an appositive to "•y•elf," 
Ia this just rhetorical heightening for the 
killer. or is he supposed to be something 
111ythological? <or is the reader nol 
•uppoaed to know which It is -- perhaps the 
poem is meant to be mysterious?) 
I think the simile in the last two 
lines of Humphries• poem works well. 
setting up the double attitude of the 
killer. 
Maybe I'll get you a note on MC/3. 
whenever I pick up a copy (maybe I'll 
eventually subscribe and not count on 
MythCons al which I can buy copies). I've 
got my collection of double dactyls, with a 
note on the form. to the departmental 
secretary for typing -- but she•s swamped. 
I'll probably turn to and produce my 
promised submission myself. in early 
September. 
Thanks for another LOC, Pat. I'd like to 
point out to fellow readers that it costs 
Pat «or e to send T 11C first class airttail to 
Eno/and than she pays for the subscription 
-- but this alloHs her to participate in 
the letter coluen and we definitely 
appreciate her presence here. 
Pat Reynolds 
Milton Keynes, England 
I found The Hearth rather hard going, 
probably because I was reading it out of 
sequence. When Mythic Circle prints 
excerpts from longer works, please could 
the author provide a synopsis of the 
earlier action and emphasis? I should add 
that I think it oood that Mythic Circle 
provides a place for such excerpts. 
are. 
pop-oats, and so on! 
VUaya and the Seven Hundred Find 
b!.nk! was to mv mind the best piece of 
writing in the issue. Tim Callahan's 
illustration was perfect. Holy Tiger was 
not quite as sharp, but I liked the 
immediacy of the present-tense telling. 
Thia is only rarely attempted, and even 
more rarely succeeds. I would like to know 
if these are traditional tales superbly re- 
told, or whether they are entirely S. 
Dorman's creations. 
The title of Wofus put me off (is it a 
lisped Rufus or a Latinlsed dog bark?) but 
I did read it and am pleased that I did. 
liked the burning tingling caused by 
silence. Il reminded me that hair standing 
on end is a human reaction to cold, as well 
aa fear. But how can Wofui; sense "beyond" 
that tingling? "Through" might be a better 
word. 
The Girl \Jho Wanted To Be A Princess 
•••med to me to be a little long. It has 
some very good passages, such as the image 
of the boy squashing a bug, but these tend 
to be rather laboriously linked together. 
I think vou should try to let the reader do 
more work, and cut some of the detailed 
explana lions. 
The Shattered Wizard is a very nice 
twist on simplistic fantasy-adventures. Il 
was a little slow in starling, but from the 
appearance of the head, the pace was 
perfect. 
Cosmic Burial feels like a very 
personal piece of writing. Clarence seems 
to be both very dissatisfied with his life 
and have a pl)ilo'°ophical acceptance of 
unhappiness which is not successfully 
reconciled. 
I enjoyed Cats Don't Lie, They Just 
Riddle. Perhaps prompted by the title, and 
considering the outline of the past 
relationship between Earth and CatStar we 
are given in the prologue, I was a little 
surprised how trusting Jeret and Ressav 
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Dear Lynn, Christine, Kelly, Ervin, Janel, 
Mary-Lane, Lee, Mr. Dorman, Deborah, 
Alexander, Dwight, William, Linda, Angelee, 
Ronald, Charle~, Katy, Ernie, Doug, Bertie 
Sarah, Frances, Anne, Alyson, Marv-Edith, 
Mr. Pickett, James, Tim, and Camille; 
Firstly, I would like to thank all of 
veu who wrote letters. I hope the writers 
found the criticism thev contained as 
illuminating as I did as a reader. I 
especially liked Anne Osbourne's reading 
suggestions. I hope Mythic Circle isn't 
going to be like Medieval Literature: vou 
find something you think is great, but 
there is nothing else to read bv that 
person. 
Tapestry was verv good. Just one 
thing snagged on my mind as I read it 
though. How does the tapestry of foreign 
gods being woven for the masters and 
nearing completion suddenly change into a 
tapestry of life, work of the Mistress? 
Dreamseeker On my first reading I did 
not realize that Chae had a stutter all the 
time - I thought it was a result of his 
agony. Could this be made clearer? This 
mis-understanding did not detract from the 
fact that this is a quite magical piece of 
writing. 
The Bat tie Of The Trees I found an 
unusual triad of trees. Holly is winler- 
king and Ivv winter-queen in medieval 
poetry; I have never met Alder before and 
think that the poem should differentiate 
between him and Holly more. Have you tried 
to use alliteration more formally, Janet? 
I liked The Homecoming, it reminded me of 
the short poems one finds in Irish sagas, 
to repeat and highlioht some part of a 
prose narrative. What I'm really saving is 
that I would like the full story, please. 
The King Of The Fomor's Grandson needs a 
little tightening up - but it has 
definitely "got something.'' 
Seduction was bewitching. Just one 
thing, how did he know her the first time? 
The Popcorn Experiment is a lovely 
story. In Britain, animal feedstuffs 
usuallv include squashed popcorn, pop-rye, 
You kno•, nobody cared that St•r Uars 
.t•rted •ith [pisode IV, but here you •re, 
ragging on us because The Hearth is Chapter 
Four -- gi••e a break! Seriously, our 
policy has been to print short stories or 
excerpts fro• longer •orks that stand 
alone. I don't think it «ould «orl« very 
•ell to atte•pt serialization in this 'zine 
and in reeding The Hearth Christine and I 
felt it Has a nice representative taste, 
enough to pique our interests Hithout being 
totally frustrating, as He obviously can't 
publish the entire «ort«, Anybody have a 
proble• Hith that? Let us know (we've done 
so•ethino si•ilar with Sarah Beach's piece 
in this issue). 
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I enjoyed The Mythic Circle Issue 
Number 2 as much as issue one. Among my 
favorites were the stories by S. Dorman, 
especially Holy Tiger which was the more 
accessible of the two. It was delightfully 
vivid and humorous. To tell the truth, I 
had some difficulty fiourino out what 
IJijaya was about; if the prince's central 
problem (banishment from homeland and 
father) was solved, and he developed the 
civilized &kills that good rulership 
requires, it was conveyed in a manner too 
successfully subtle and oriental for me to 
grasp it. The King of The Fomor's Grandson 
I also found quite appealing, and it seemed 
to beg for lon~er treatment. But then I 
have this unfortunate tendency to think at 
epic length. 
I was deeply affected by Angelee 
Anderson's The Hearth but I saw 
difficulties in it which I hadn't seen in 
The Accuser of the previous issue, which 
had struck me as an almost perfectly 
flawless gem of a story. Anderson's 
handling of language is wonderfully deft 
and subtle and covers a lot of ground in a 
Let this letter be an eKa•pla to you: never 
••ntion, even in passing, the possibility 
of sending us a LOC -- we Hill hound you 
until you deliver! (actually, Lee Has 
•onderful and only needed one bashful 
request.) In regards to Girl/Princess, the 
author, Linda IJoeltjen, is planninf1 for has 
Hritien?) a series of stories about Laura 
end Has reluctant to go too far Hith this 
one for fear of treading on the toes of the 
n•Kt story <•y, Hasn't that gracefully 
stated! such tact! such coH1and of the 
[ nglish language! and you «ond er why ]'111 
editing this thing ••• ). I, for one, 
continue to •arvel and delight at the 
different responses to the various stories. 
This is fun. IJe should continue. 
Lee Beasley 
·Bellevue, Washington 
last comes too abruptly. Is Baranek the 
11ain character or is llmenaur? 
The Shattered Wizard is entertaining 
and very imaginative with a nice twist lo 
the ending. 
Holy Tiger is a good folktale tvpe of 
alory. However. it could u&e some cutting 
and needs more showing than telling. The 
ending Isn't believable. What did Deno 
learn from all this? 
I liked Cosmic Burial very much 
although it was a little confusing at 
times. 
I like the wide variety of fantasy 
stories and the comments from your readers. 
My hat's off to you for such a labor of 
love. 
What a nice surprise to see my story, 
The Popcorn E><periment, printed so quickly, 
Visually, the second issue is an 
improvement over the first one--more white 
apaces, larger margins, slightly larger 
print. The little sketches added a nice 
touch to my story, 
I liked the diversity of the stories 
in both issues and the letters printed in 
the second issue. I e><pect to add my 
comments soon. 
CSIX WEEKS LATER) 
Thank you for reminding me that I 
planned to write comments of some of the 
stories published in the Spring issue: 
Tapestry was exc ellerit reading. 
loved it. 
Dreamseeker is well writ ten and very 
enjoyable for me. Perhaps the last three 
paragraphs could be condensed considerably. 
The ne><t-to-last paragraph is extraneous. 
Vjjaya and the Seven Hundred Find 
Lanka doesn't come to life for me. None of 
the characters are fleshed out. 
The Girl Who Wanted To Be A Princess 
is a nice story, but the ending trailed off 
for me. How old is Laura at first? A 
little picky - the word 'ickiest' grates as 
not the rioht word for the story. 
The Kinsr Of The Fomor's Grandson is an 
interesting story but not quite believable 
for me. Ilmenaur's change of heart at the 
That's Hhat He like to see - folks giddy 
Hith jetlag, Hriting in their LOCs! Can 
you do less? I really like it Hhen people 
11isit Haudlin Co/leg• in O>tford (oh, that's 
/fagdal•n•···n•ver •ind). 
p.s. - I visited Merton College in O><ford, 
plus the Botanical Gardens C+ that famous 
tree> and "The Eagle & The Child" <Bird & 
Baby) pub! 
p,p.s. - E><cuse the e><ecrable handwriting! 
I'111 atil1 jetlagged! 
Janet P. Reedman 
Victoria, Brit.Columbia, Canada 
I just arrived home from England to 
find my contributor's copy of "M.C." 
waiting for me. I really enjoyed it, cover 
to cover, as most of the stories are in the 
vein of fantasy I enjoy - real fantasy, 
rather than horror/SF /or rnodern tales with 
fantasy trappings! 
I loved Dwight E. Humphries' poem, 
Encounterr-I think Dwight is a really good 
poet - and I hope to read more of his work 
in MYTHIC CIRCLE. 
My favorite story was The Hearth -- 
beautifully written and evocative! I also 
liked Tapestry - the weaver reminds me a 
bit of a character in my own (unfinished) 
novel, "The Vanquished Moon." 
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v , ··.·.~; 
d ajs 1on~ ·.~.=~.:0 . 
fa)/ ~;// e nd hum i~,·fy 's hard rii9n i1u1~-:i·.('""i~···:~!$,·~ .... .._ 
but f1~st 1'tJ fun91 swt// in ra'l1(J 9rass 
(lean ctfy ya.rds are fOOr d( qoldtnrod 
-+hour.h rarer ricl« wifh cfi3co..rdcd wrap -pers ) 
as sfraigJ,f a~ if :sru-vt.'ft.d on me.dia.n 
~frir and rowvd a..s e! rs sea~ a fairr rin1 
W<ts +h~r~ fhe. clay be.fort full moo» wCts cl'ue . 
.:5 o h er« J' he Qu u~ d o:S 6 tit.. th(. h i9?i wa ~ sp/; H-er, 
and Sub ;tcts leff fht.5 so s ht.d knotv th<c{re fo~a.f. 
-two niqhfs i've: Sftn tk n.oon ;"' thrrc months hert-- 
C0»1t ~oon, Oh I culcl o+ m os! fair dd;9hf. 
Gwenvlh E. Hood 
Mansfield, PA 
IJ••d just lov• to hendl11 • onrti•e order 
of twenty is•ues! Let us know what issue 
you went 1'1httn the ti•e co•es and we'll work 
it out. No proble•-•· Obviously. we 
didn't think you were too brutal between 
ib« brackets but .Jeft the •><change as an 
•><••Pl• of how one •ight write a LOC and 
leave the 11ditors so•e rope to hanQ by ... 
l'• tickled by your response to Ti••s 
VUaya illo as that was the scene I wanted 
hi• to illustrate but I never told hi• sol 
I handed hi• a copy of the story and said, 
"See whet you co•• up with for this one ... " 
Seell shivers of deliQht QO up and dosen the 
back at such ser•ndipitous eKperi11nces ... 
aquare brackets?] 
The illustrations are wonderful. I 
really enjoyed them all, but 1 especially 
got a kick out of the portrait of Zeus and 
Hera on p.17 and the Danteaque suggestions 
on p.34. The woman on p. 29 was hauntingly 
e><pressive. The Callahan illustration on 
p. 10 was remarkable; 1 am hard pressed to 
describe my reaction. It evoked the mythic 
qualities of the story for me somewhat more 
vividly than the story itself, which as I 
aaid I had trouble understanding. All 
those sleeping bodies beneath the pond -- 
is that the unconscious, or are they like 
unborn children? It reminded me of Blake a 
little. 
I look forward to the ne><t issue 
greatly. I am thinking of requiring my 
creative writing class (Winter '88) to 
order an issue. but I fear that you may not 
be able to handle a one-lime order of 
twenty or so issues. 
few words. It is like a beautiful tapestry 
presenting design of a large and intricate 
story in little space. But the reader 
seldom feels that he is really "there" 
within the scenery. This technique works 
in a short piece like The Accuser. but in 
The Hearth I thought it was a problem. 
There were only two places where I felt I 
was really "on the scene" -- when Adan-eren 
died and when Danu-sin died. That was 
e><cellently done. but there needs to be 
more of it. A reader's attention span can 
only be held so long by long-distance 
looking. 
The Youth story. by James S. R. 
Ayling, had good potential and moves well. 
The concept of the U-tunnel and salt-mining 
is stimulating. My chief difficulty with 
the story is my inability to keep the 
speciation straight. I assumed, without 
being e><plicitly told, that the inhabitants 
of Catstar were catlike creatures. but the 
paragraphs describing them did not serve to 
remind me. Zlddori was e><plicitly called a 
"rnan;" what, then. had he been doing with 
the Catstilians? But perhaps that was in 
one of the episodes not published. General 
Ressav was specifically said to be a 
Catstilian, but nothing was said of his 
catlike-features (protruding whiskers? 
Green eyes? A tendency to purr and yowl?) 
in the conversations which concerned him. 
The idea of catlike-anthropomorphic beings 
is so charming that I missed finding out in 
more detail what they were like. [The 
illustrations of Ressav and Ziddori did not 
help much either. And since the catlike 
creatures were not developed, what were the 
Fo><ans doing there? Am I being too brutal? 
Perhaps you should leave out the &action in 
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